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Scientific environment

This thesis was written while I was working as a PhD Research Fellow at the Department

of Information Science and Media Studies at the University of Bergen. This thesis is part

of the cooperative research project “Better Video Workflows via Real-Time Collaboration

and AI-Techniques in TV and New Media” and addresses the AI-Techniques aspect

within the project. The project is a collaboration between the Interaction Research

Group at the Department of Information Science and Media Studies, and Vizrt1, a

global broadcasting and media technology company which headquarter is in Bergen.

The project is funded by the Research Council of Norway under GrantNo.: 269790.

As this thesis is part of a joint project, the author worked under the supervision of the

academic two supervisors from the department while working closely with Vizrt. The

supervisor for the thesis is Prof. Marija Slavkovik and the co-supervisor is Prof. Frode

Guribye. The former’s work is mostly in AI and the latter’s in HCI. So, this thesis is

conducted at the interaction of HCI and AI. The results of this thesis were also presented

to Vizrt employees throughout the PhD period. One example of the collaborative part

of the project can be seen in the assisted subtitling work. Vizrt has developed Viz Story,

the easy-to-use web-based video editing system. In the assisted subtitling work, Viz

Story is modified to create a prototype for assisted subtitling.

1https://www.vizrtgroup.com/about/
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Preface

This is an article-based thesis. In accordance with the UIB guidelines for an article-based

thesis, this thesis has three articles where I am the first author. In addition to the three

papers, this thesis includes the framing of the research and how these papers form a

cohesive attempt to address the challenges of using AI to support video editing. The

three papers included in this thesis are described in the next three paragraphs.

Paper I is titled “AI video editing tools. What do editors want, and how far is AI from

delivering them?”. It is written by me as the first author, with Marija Slavkovik as

the second author. An earlier version of this paper was presented at the IJCAI 2021

Workshop “AI and Product Design” 2 on 19th August 2021. The article is in Chapter 4.

The paper will be submitted to Artificial Intelligence Review journal and the pre-print

of it is available at https://arxiv.org/abs/2109.07809.

Paper II, titled “Evaluating AI Assisted Subtitling”, is written by me as the first author

with, Frode Guribye and Marija Slavkovik as the second and third authors. This paper

has been published in the peer-reviewed conference proceeding, ACM International Con-

ference on Interactive Media Experiences (IMX 21) in June 2021 and it is available in

ACM Digital Library. The results of the paper were presented during the IMX 21 con-

ference virtually and to Vizrt employees internally. The pre-print version of the paper is

included in Chapter 5.

Paper III, “A content-aware tool for converting videos to narrower aspect ratios” is

written by me and Marija Slavkovik as the first and second authors respectively. This

paper has been published in the peer-reviewed conference proceeding, ACM International

Conference on Interactive Media Experiences (IMX 2022) in June 2022. This paper was

presented virtually during the IMX 2022 conference on 24th July and it is available in

ACM Digital Library. The pre-print version is included in Chapter 6.

In addition to the three papers included in the thesis, two more papers were produced

during the PhD period. However, they are not included in this thesis. These two pa-

2https://ijcai-21.org/workshops/
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pers focused on a somewhat under-explored but still critical aspect of human–computer

cooperation in semi-automated tasks — the problem of ethical human–AI user interface

design. The designers of semi–automated processes have greater power in using psychol-

ogy and interface design to nudge the human editors or users into making one choice

over another. These nudges can be a powerful tool that improves the efficiency of the

overall human–machine system, but they can also be abused to exploit human users.

These two papers explore the problem of dark patterns in interfaces — the existence of

dark patterns and the possibility of using machine learning to automatically detect the

existence of dark patterns. The first paper [Soe et al., 2020] deals with the existence,

identification, and categorization of dark patterns in cookie consent notices. The sec-

ond paper [Soe et al., 2022] explores the feasibility and challenges of using automation

to detect dark patterns in these cookie consent notices.

I started working on this PhD thesis with a proposal that focused on AI technology and

tools. As I dived in and worked further on this thesis, I discovered something that I

consider more important and ended up becoming the key elements of this thesis. It is

about the user experience and Human–AI interaction challenges. In addition, having the

chance to work with my supervisor, Marija Slavkovik, on the impact of AI on society,

and other facets of AI which are fairness, accountability, transparency, and explainability

influenced and shaped the work on this thesis.

The second half of the thesis was done during the pandemic, that caused unexpected

disruptions in the work environment. However, the generous extensions offered from the

UIB for the PhD students as well as the efforts from my supervisor and co-supervisor

helped me stay productive and to be able to complete the thesis within a reasonable

time.



Abstract

How can we use artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) to make video

editing as easy as “editing text”? In this thesis, this problem of using AI to support

video editing is explored from the human–AI interaction perspective, with the emphasis

on using AI to support users. Video is a dual-track medium with audio and visual tracks.

Editing videos requires synchronization of these two tracks and precise operations at

milliseconds. Making it as easy as editing text might not be currently possible. Then

how should we support the users with AI, and what are the current challenges in doing

so?

There are five key questions that drove the research in this thesis. What is the start of

the art in using AI to support video editing? What are the needs and expectations of

video professionals from AI? What are the impacts on efficiency and accuracy of subtitles

when AI is used to support subtitling? What are the changes in user experience brought

on by AI-assisted subtitling? How can multiple AI methods be used to support cropping

and panning task?

In this thesis, we employed a user experience focused and task-based approach to address

the semi-automation in video editing. The first paper of this thesis provided a synthesis

and critical review of the existing work on AI-based tools for videos editing and provided

some answers to how should and what more AI can be used in supporting users by a

survey of 14 video professional. The second paper presented a prototype of AI-assisted

subtitling built on a production grade video editing software. It is the first comparative

evaluation of both performance and user experience of AI-assisted subtitling with 24

novice users. The third work described an idiom-based tool for converting wide screen

videos made for television to narrower aspect ratios for mobile social media platforms.

It explores a new method to perform cropping and panning using five AI models, and

an evaluation with 5 users and a review with a professional video editor were presented.
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Abstrakt

Semi-automasjon i video redigering3

Hvordan kan vi bruke kunstig intelligens (KI) og maskin læring til å gjøre videoredigering

like enkelt som å redigere tekst? I denne avhandlingen vil jeg adressere problemet med

å bruke KI i videoredigering fra et Menneskelig-KI interaksjons perspektiv, med fokus

p̊a å bruke KI til å støtte brukerne. Video er et audiovisuelt medium. Redigere videoer

krever synkronisering av b̊ade det visuelle og det auditive med presise operasjoner helt

ned p̊a millisekund niv̊a. Å gjøre dette like enkelt som å redigere tekst er kanskje ikke

mulig i dag. Men hvordan skal vi da støtte brukerne med KI og hva er utfordringene

med å gjøre det?

Det er fem hovedspørsmål som har drevet forskningen i denne avhandlingen. Hva er da-

gens “state-of-the-art” i KI støttet videoredigering? Hva er behovene og forventningene

av fagfolkene om KI? Hva er p̊avirkningen KI har p̊a effektiviteten og nøyaktigheten n̊ar

det blir brukt p̊a teksting? Hva er endringene i brukeropplevelsen n̊ar det blir brukt KI

støttet teksting? Hvordan kan flere KI metoder bli brukt for å støtte beskjærings- og

panoreringsoppgaver?

Den første artikkelen av denne avhandlingen ga en syntese og kritisk gjennomgang av

eksisterende arbeid med KI-baserte verktøy for videoredigering. Artikkelen ga ogs̊a noen

svar p̊a hvordan og hva KI kan bli brukt til for å støtte brukere ved en undersøkelse utført

av 14 fagfolk. Den andre studien presenterte en prototype av KI-støttet videoredigerings

verktøy bygget p̊a et eksisterende videoproduksjons program. I tillegg kom det en eval-

uasjon av b̊ade ytelse og brukeropplevelse p̊a en KI-støttet teksting fra 24 nybegynnere.

Den tredje studien beskrev et idiom-basert verktøy for å konvertere bredskjermsvideoer

lagd for TV til smalere størrelsesforhold for mobil og sosiale medieplattformer. Den

tredje studien utforsker ogs̊a nye metoder for å utøve beskjæring og panorering ved å

bruke fem forskjellige KI-modeller. Det ble ogs̊a presentert en evaluering fra fem brukere.

I denne avhandlingen brukte vi en brukeropplevelse og oppgave basert framgangsmåte,

3Title and abstract in Norwegian
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for å adressere det semi-automatiske i videoredigering.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Video is the most popular form of content on the Internet, in terms of the amount of

data traffic. According to the Cisco visual networking index [Cisco, 2020], 75% of the

Internet traffic in 2017 was video content, and it is projected to reach 82% by 2022.

It is easier and quicker than ever to capture and publish videos. For example, mobile

phones with capable cameras together with video sharing and social media platforms

means that videos can be made and distributed on a whim. Editing videos, however, is

still a labor-intensive task.

Video remains a challenging and time-consuming medium to edit for two reasons. First,

video is a dual-track medium with both audio and video tracks, and both these tracks

are required to be edited and synchronized. Second, editing video involves performing

precise operations at individual frames. Can these barriers to video editing be lowered

or removed using AI technology? Can we make video editing as easy as editing text?

The main theme of the thesis is AI-assisted video editing. In this thesis, the key question

driving the research is “How can we use artificial intelligence (AI) to assist in video edit-

ing?” To introduce the thesis, first, the concepts of video editing and video workflows

will be presented, followed by related topics in AI. After that, the arguments for combin-

ing both human intelligence and AI in video editing will be presented. The human–AI

interaction issues will be presented from the human–computer interaction (HCI) per-

spective. The rest of the chapter will summarize the research questions, the challenges

in combining human intelligence and AI, the overview of the works in this thesis, and

the structure of the thesis.



2 Introduction

1.1 Video editing workflows

Okun et al. [2015] define video editing as the act of cutting and joining pieces of one or

more sources together to make one edited video. Video editing tools can be generally

defined as (computer) programs that people can use to perform the task of video editing.

All the popular video editing tools we have today are created for non-linear editing

(NLE). NLE is defined as a form of video editing that does not require that sequences to

be worked on sequentially [Okun et al., 2015] 1. As of July 2021, the five most popular

video editing tools according to Google Search trends2 are Adobe Premiere Pro, DaVinci

Resolve, iMovie, Lightworks, and Shortcut. These are all digital non-linear video editing

tools. In this thesis, the term video editing refers exclusively to NLE.

Where does video editing fit in the entire video production process? A video production

workflow consists of three stages, which are planning and preparation, production, and

post-production [Owens and Millerson, 2011]. Production is “actually shooting the pro-

duction” [Owens and Millerson, 2011]. In the entire video production workflow, video

editing is part of the post-production where the raw video footage, captured during the

production, is edited. This thesis, as the title implies, only addresses video editing.

What does a typical video editing workflow look like, and what tasks are included in

video editing? There is no definitive answer to these two questions. In this thesis,

we use a simplified video editing workflow, as shown in Figure 1.1. This workflow is

created from reviewing the literature on intelligent video editing tools, and it was revised

after consultations with a video editor and a video editing product manager [Soe and

Slavkovik, 2021]. Mapping out tasks, as in Figure 1.1, helps in understanding what is

usually involved in a video editing workflow, and it serves as a reference for us to estimate

how far we are from automating the entire video workflow. This model for tasks in video

editing is also used to create a comparison of different intelligent video editing tools in

Chapter 2.

1.2 Supporting video editing tasks with AI

Artificial Intelligence (AI) can be loosely defined as intelligent behavior in artifacts [Nils-

son, 1998]. This intelligent behavior can be perception, reasoning, learning, communi-

cation, or acting in complex environments [Nilsson, 1998]. Machine learning (ML) is a

1In contrast to linear editing, where editing has to be performed from the beginning of the video to
the end in the exact sequential order.

2The search keyword is “most popular video editing software”
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Figure 1.1: Tasks involved in video editing

subfield of AI and is concerned with how a machine can improve its future performance

based on inputs or in response to external information [Nilsson, 1998]. Deep learning(DL)

is a type of ML that uses neural networks with more than three layers of neurons [Good-

fellow et al., 2016]. It is DL that has resulted in fairly recent breakthroughs in perception

tasks such as speech and object recognition [Bengio et al., 2021].

Because DL has many potential applications for videos, it will be discussed further in

this paragraph. A more comprehensive review of the history and the state of the art of

AI is presented in Chapter 2. In 2009, a DL method proposed by Mohamed et al. [2011]

outperformed other state-of-the-art speech recognition models on the task of recogniz-

ing spoken text in audio recordings. The breakthrough for DL in object recognition is

the work by Krizhevsky et al. [2012], which won the 2012 ImageNet competition. The

competition evaluates machines’ ability to recognize objects in and classify images. Al-

though there is a clear distinction between the terms AI, ML, and DL, they all tend to

be referred to as “AI” in the industry and in the media.

State-of-the-art methods in AI are narrow. To put it in different words, AI techniques

are developed for a performing a specific task. For example, Bengio et al. [2021] give

examples of breakthroughs in AI in speech recognition and object recognition, both

of which are narrow tasks. These tasks are considered narrow because an AI speech

recognition model can transcribe the spoken words into text, but it cannot perform

anything other than that particular task. This is where the breakdown of tasks in video

editing workflows is helpful in the quest to (semi-)automate video workflows. It is more

practical to apply existing narrow AI techniques to each smaller task in a video editing

workflow than to come up with AI that handles the entire video editing, end to end.

For example, an AI-based speech recognition model can be used directly to support a

subtitling task without any modification to the existing speech recognition techniques.
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Depending on the availability of suitable AI techniques for a video editing task, some

tasks of the video editing workflow can be easier to automate than others. For example,

verbatim subtitling is one of the easiest video workflow tasks to automate using machine

speech recognition. This is because speech recognition is a mature application of AI,

with many tools and models available to perform the recognition task. However, some

video editing tasks, such as composing video and audio segments, do not have any

suitable existing AI techniques to directly automate them. Developing AI techniques

for composing video segments would require the machine to understand the content of

both audio and video, as well as to be able to understand and reason with the story or

meaning of the video.

DL-powered breakthrough advances in areas such as image processing, computer vi-

sion, and natural language processing [Bengio et al., 2021], have made the automation

and augmentation of video editing tools possible. However, the dream of removing the

drudgery of video editing is far from being accomplished. There are many obstacles to

having quality automated video editing or very efficient semi-automated video editing.

The main challenge comes from the need to pull together research and insights from

three different fields of studies, namely, the study of workflows and practices in video

editing, AI, and human–computer interaction. These fields need to be explored further

before we can even discuss the full automation of video editing. However, as suggested in

the previous section, AI (especially narrow AI) can be used in supporting or augmenting

the video editing workflow.

The lack of closely aligned AI techniques does not mean that some of the video editing

tasks, such as composing videos segments, cannot be supported with AI. For example, the

work by Leake et al. [2017] uses dialogue scripts, speech recognition, and face detection

to support composing video segments for dialogue-driven videos. Therefore, with an

abundance of AI techniques and tools, the main challenge is perhaps not automation itself

but coordination between the individually automated tasks (that can be easily automated)

and those done by a human editor. These design challenges and human–AI interaction

issues in the context of video editing tasks became important issues for supporting video

editing with automation when AI techniques are embedded into existing video editing

workflows. Semi-automating video editing is a very narrow field; however, there are

plenty of relevant research in automating human tasks and human–AI interaction. These

two topics are discussed in the following sections.
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1.3 Automating human tasks: what can be done,

what can be done well

Let us briefly consider the state of the art in automating human tasks, and particularly

the limitations we face in automating some of these of tasks. A task in this section is

loosely defined as a piece of work that was usually done by a human. Such tasks can

range from perception tasks (speech to text, face identification, medical image diagnosis)

to making decisions (automated essay grading, spam detection), making a predictions

(predicting recidivism, predicting stock prices), to navigate in the physical world (driving

a car, walking). When it comes to automation, tasks can be fully or partially automated.

Full automation means that the AI can execute the human tasks with no supervision.

However, full automation in some types of tasks is often not possible due to limitations of

current AI technology. In these cases, semi-automation is more commonly used. Semi-

automation (partial automation) combines machine automation with human input or

oversight.

Driving is an example of a task that has not been fully automated yet. For regularity

reasons, the United States’ National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)

defines six formal levels [NHTSA, 2022] for degrees of automation in driving. There

are six different levels of automation, from a manual driving car (Level 0) to a fully

automated car (Level 5). Level 1 is driver assistance, which automates a single control,

such as brake assist or steering. In Level 1, only one control is automated at a time.

Level 2 is partial automation, where combined automated controls are used together for

more functions, such as steering and accelerating on a highway. Level 3 is conditional

automation, which does not require constant attention but requires the driver to be

ready to take over on short notice. Level 4 is high automation, where the automation

can take full control under certain conditions with the option to take over altogether.

Level 5 is full automation under all conditions. These semi-automation levels can be

used to measure progression towards the ultimate goal, which is fully automated driving

[Casner et al., 2016].

However, some tasks, such as playing chess have been completely automated, and ma-

chines have surpassed the human level in these tasks. It means that a chess program

has exceeded the performance of a human player and can easily and consistently beat

even the best human players in a game of chess [Silver et al., 2017]. AI excels in play-

ing/automating this type of games/tasks because the rules of these games are strictly

defined, input is always without noises, and it is easy to accurately simulate these games

entirely inside a computer. In fact, the same algorithm has been used to play both chess

and shogi (a Japanese board game) [Silver et al., 2017], and human performance was
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exceeded in both cases.

Relatively simple tasks for humans, such as recognizing speech, are greater challenges for

AI than playing chess. For example, in converting speech to text the best–performing

system, Google Speech API, has 9% error rate [Këpuska, 2017]. Converting speech to

text is challenging to automate, as speech can have numerous variations in terms of

voices, accents, volume, tone, and background noises. In addition, language can contain

proper nouns, idioms, and variations that AI has not encountered (in the training data)

before. In the cases where complete automation has fallen short of our expectations,

as in driving a car or using speech recognition to create accurate subtitles, we can still

combine automation and human input (semi-automation) to help human users perform

better.

The main challenge of semi-automation is figuring out how to share and integrate hu-

man activities and machine activities seamlessly to perform a particular task. Semi-

automation combines human input or human supervision with AI. In order to do so

effectively, a human has to interact with, understand, and put enough trust in the AI

technology. Consequently, semi-automation has human–AI interaction issues that need

to be addressed. For semi-automated driving, some examples of the human–AI inter-

action problems can be the driver putting too much trust in automation, inadequate

attention by the driver when the automation is engaged, and atrophied driving skills

over time [Casner et al., 2016]. Semi-automation in video editing also has its own sets of

human–AI interaction challenges, but they have not received much attention and thus

largely unexplored. Retaining the creative control of the user is the only challenge dis-

cussed in the semi-automation of video editing [Girgensohn et al., 2000; Leake et al.,

2017; Wang et al., 2019]. This topic of human–AI interaction issues in general is dis-

cussed in the next section.

1.4 Human–AI interaction

Human–AI interaction is becoming an important topic since more and more products

and services in our society have AI embedded in them. In this section, key aspects of

human–AI interaction will be introduced from the perspective of user experience(UX)

and human–computer interaction(HCI) disciplines. Following, human-centered AI and

design methods to address human–AI problems will be discussed. The section will con-

clude with a definition of human–AI interaction for this thesis and what makes a good

human–AI interaction.
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Horvitz [1999] introduced “12 principles for enhancing human–computer interaction

through an elegant coupling of automated services with direct manipulation”. This

work is one of the earliest works to explore the idea of enhancing human–computer

interactions with automation. The first principle from the paper is “developing signifi-

cant value-added automation”, which emphasizes that automated services should provide

“genuine” value to the users. Heer [2019] argues for the design space of augmenting hu-

man intelligence with AI over purely automated methods, and proposes a method to

perform that augmentation. The augmentation in Heer’s uses the 12 principles from

Horvitz [1999] to integrate human agency and automation in an intelligence system via

shared representation.

Since AI has been integrated into increasingly more software applications, it has received

more attention from the interaction design and User Experience (UX) 3 research com-

munities. Their main question is how to integrate this AI into existing UX and design

practices, and to identify the challenges in doing so. Thus, AI becoming a new design

material to create products and to create applications is discussed in [Dove et al., 2017]

and [Holmquist, 2017]. Dove et al. [2017] surveyed UX practitioners and pointed out

AI-related challenges for the UX community, and discussed the limitations of the UX

community regarding AI. Some challenges identified by Dove et al. [2017] are “difficulties

in understanding AI and its capabilities”, “AI as a design material”, and “the purpose-

ful use of AI”. The limitations in the UX community include “lack of knowledge of AI”

and “difficulties in creating prototypes with AI” [Dove et al., 2017]. Yang et al. [2020]

built upon these two works and discussed reasons why and how human–AI interaction is

difficult to design. They also proposed a framework to help in navigating the human–AI

interaction issues. The proposed framework [Yang et al., 2020] emphasized AI technolog-

ical advances, designing user–system co-evolvement, and designing adaptive interactions

at scale, together with HCI design as usual.

To make the work of designing products and services with AI easier, design processes

and guidelines have been proposed for designing human–AI interactions. Jin et al. [2021]

extracted 40 design heuristics from AI patents to support UX designers and applied these

heuristics into two case studies. Some examples of heuristics that are classified under the

category personalization are creating interactions that are “adaptive, learning, natural

and recommending” [Jin et al., 2021]. For each of the heuristics, one example of the work

is listed, but the summary about the example of the work is not available in the paper.

Since, as the summaries are not available, it is a challenge to navigate the examples in

[Jin et al., 2021].

3UX is usability as the main attribute but includes, for example, accessibility, fun, and aesthetics,
depending on the context [Turner, 2017]
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A similar study by Amershi et al. [2019] created 19 general guidelines for human–AI

interaction and verified them with 49 design practitioners. The guidelines include, for

example, “make clear what the system can do” and “learn from user behavior”. In

contrast to Jin et al. [2021], Amershi et al. [2019] provide descriptions and examples of the

guidelines, making them easier to apply. However, it can be argued that some guidelines

are not specific to AI, such as “Make clear what the system can do” can be applied to any

software. As mentioned before, [Yang et al., 2020] also proposed a conceptual framework

for mapping human–AI interaction issues. Although a few guidelines and frameworks

has been proposed, human–AI interaction designs and studies do not have any widely

adopted guidelines and frameworks. In addition, the nature of human–AI interaction is

dependent on the context and the environment, meaning that guidelines distilled from

one category of products might not be relevant to another.

From the AI research perspective, emphasizing the importance of human–AI interaction

is done under the term “human-centered-AI (HAI)”. The three goals of HAI according

to the Stanford HAI initiative [HAI, 2022] are: AI to incorporate versatility, nuance, and

depth of human intellect; development of AI should be guided by its impact on human

society; and the purpose of AI should be to enhance our humanity. Xu [2019] discusses

HAI from the perspective of HCI and uses the term “third-wave AI” in somewhat of

a parallel to third-wave HCI [Bødker, 2006]. The third wave of AI, according to Xu

[2019], should provide useful and real problem-solving AI solutions; should focus on

ethical design, technological enhancement, and human factors design; and should take a

human-centered approach.

Because human–AI interaction can happen in a variety of domains and for different

purposes, it is necessary to focus on a specific definition of human–AI interaction. van

Berkel et al. [2021] defined human–AI interaction as “the completion of a user’s tasks with

the help of AI support”. This is the definition we will use in this thesis. At the beginning

of this chapter, we have introduced the tasks in video editing. These tasks are normally

done by the video editor and AI can be used to support the users in completing them.

For example, AI can be used to support the task of creating subtitles. Supporting video

editing tasks with AI requires determining what tasks are important, how automation

can be used to support users in these tasks, and what kind of automation is useful.

The definition of human–AI interaction for this thesis was presented in the previous

paragraph. The next question is to explore what makes a quality or successful human–

AI interaction. One aspect of a quality human–AI interaction is usefulness. Xu [2019]

defined useful AI as an “AI solution that can provide the functions required to satisfy

target users’ needs in the valid usage scenarios of their work and life”. Another aspect of

a quality human–AI interaction is efficiency. AI can be used to support a user’s task in
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a way that leads to more efficient completion of the task. Efficiency can be measures by

comparing the time it takes to complete a task without AI assistance and the completion

time with AI assistance.

1.5 Summary of the research design

The goal of this thesis is to explore how AI can be used to support users in video editing

tasks. Based on the goal of the thesis, the following more specific research questions are

posed:

• RQ1 : What is the state of the art in AI-assisted video editing tools?

• RQ2 : What are the opinions and expectations of video professionals regarding AI

in video editing tools?

• RQ3 : What is the impact of introducing AI assistance on the efficiency and quality

of subtitles?

• RQ4 : What are the changes in the user experience when AI assistance is added to

the subtitling task?

• RQ5 : How can we use AI to create a new way of performing cropping and panning

in video editing?

The purpose of RQ1 and RQ2 is to lay the groundwork for the thesis. The goal of RQ1

is to define the field of study based on the literature, and the goal of RQ2 is to frame

the thesis based on video professionals’ opinions about AI. Afterwards, two tasks were

chosen as tasks in which to explore how AI can be used to support the users performing

these tasks. The two tasks are subtitling (RQ3, RQ4 ) and cropping and panning (RQ5 ).

For each of the two tasks, separate AI-assisted prototypes were implemented, and these

prototypes were used in performing user studies. The rationale for the selection of

the tasks and what is involved in answering each research question is addressed in this

section.

RQ1 and RQ2 are addressed in the first paper [Soe and Slavkovik, 2021]. RQ1 is

answered using a systematic survey of the literature on AI-assisted video editing tools.

A synthesis, comparison and critique of existing work were used in our attempt to answer

RQ1. RQ2 is addressed by surveying people in the industry to obtain opinions on AI

and to identify what they would like AI to do for them in video editing, as well as what

AI should not be doing.
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The second paper [Soe et al., 2021] answers RQ3 and RQ4. These two questions are

about exploring how a single AI model can directly support subtitling task. The first

reason for selecting the subtitling task is that it can be supported using just one AI model.

That means that the impact of AI performance (mistakes in particular) on users can be

studied. The second reason is that the quality of the work in subtitling can be measured

objectively and accurately. A prototype that evaluates the AI-assisted subtitling against

the subtitling without any AI assistance was built, and a user study was performed. RQ3

is answered using the differences in the quality and efficiency of creating subtitles based

on the data from the user study. The user feedback and observations from the study are

used to answer RQ4.

Some tasks in video editing cannot be supported using a just single AI model yet. The

task of cropping and panning is one of these tasks. However, it is still possible to create

easier workflows for such tasks using multiple AI models. The cropping and panning task

was selected because it can be supported using AI techniques for video perception. Video

perception is a well-developed application area of AI. Most importantly, the cropping and

panning task isolated can be framed as video retargeting, editing a video to a different

aspect ratio. A prototype was built using five AI models, and a user study is performed

to answer RQ5 in the last paper [Soe and Slavkovik, 2022]. We created a prototype for

video retargeting and asked the users to use the prototype to create videos that are in

different aspect ratios from the original video. The user study is used to explore how

cropping and panning should be supported with AI and to determine the usefulness of

the prototype we have built.

1.6 Challenges of semi-automation

The main challenges of semi-automation stem from the fact that it requires a human

to interact with automation. The five research questions introduced in the previous

section are specific to this thesis and are aimed towards semi-automation in video editing.

However, there are some overarching concerns regarding semi-automation in general.

These concerns will be presented in this section, followed by the challenges of semi-

automation in video editing.

The efficiency and usefulness of using automation or semi-automation in video editing

workflows depend on crafting effective human–AI interactions and well-designed user

interfaces that facilitate those interactions. The challenges involved in crafting human–

AI interactions and interfaces are discussed in works such as [Amershi et al., 2019;

Horvitz, 1999]. The guidelines in Amershi et al. [2019] cover topics such as building
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user experience, clarifying user expectations, matching social norms, and learning from

users’ behavior. Guidelines like these can assist in identifying possible issues. But before

applying them to any specific scenario, it is necessary to reevaluate them in that specific

environment and context. Context is important in HCI and Human–AI interaction is no

different in this regard.

Improvements in efficiency can be a good measure to evaluate semi-automation. If we

define efficiency as the time it takes to complete a task, measuring efficiency becomes an

easy task. However, when comparing semi-automated tasks to manual tasks, measuring

efficiency alone might not be sufficient. The follow-up question to ask could be whether

improvements in efficiency comes at the cost of the quality of the work being done.

Unlike efficiency, measuring the quality of a task (semi-automated or not) is difficult in

video editing.

The difficulty of measuring video editing tasks objectively is discussed in Niu and Liu

[2012] and Radut et al. [2020]. For example, let us look at the task of cutting video clips.

It is challenging to judge how well a video segment is cut from a video file, or whether one

cut is better than another. The subtitling is one of the few tasks where both efficiency

and quality of the task can be measured with ease. In our work [Soe et al., 2021], we use

word error rate (WER) to measure the quality of the semi-automated subtitling task.

WER can be measured by dividing the number of corrections required (substitution,

insertion, deletion) by the total number of words. However, the WER measure lacks

details on the nature of errors. Therefore, we also discussed flaws of the WER, and pro

and cons of other measures in our paper [Soe et al., 2021].

Automation itself is a double-edged sword when it comes to improving performance and

reducing workload. In Soe et al. [2021], some participants pointed out that automation

can make people “lazy”; that is, they did not check the automated subtitles properly.

While not particular to video editing, in the automation literature, the lumberjack effect

was confirmed by meta-analyses [Onnasch et al., 2014]. What is meant by the lumberjack

effect is that a higher degree of automation improves performance when automation

functions as intended. When automation fails, however, the performance degrades more

as a result of a loss of situation awareness in humans due to the use of automation.

While this lumberjack effect might serve as a warning about introducing automation to

video editing tools, automation’s impact in this very complex domain of video editing

is largely unexplored. Unlike other rigid workflows, video editing workflows are often

flexible processes, and they do vary depending on who is editing the video, where it is

being worked on, and what type of video it is. AI and Machine Learning can be seen as

both a challenge and opportunity from HCI and UX practices [Dove et al., 2017]. In a

very flexible and creative workflow such as video editing, the balance between “control”
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and “automation” is harder to find.

1.6.1 Semi-automation challenges in video editing

Based on the five research questions of this thesis and the challenges of semi-automation

detailed in the literature discussed so far, specific challenges to this thesis can be dis-

cussed. These challenges serve as an extrapolation of the research questions into more

general questions about semi-automation in video editing tools. The challenges involved

in using semi-automation to create intelligent video editing tools can be summarized as

follows:

• Understanding existing video workflows

• Mapping and comparing existing work on intelligent video editing tools

• Understanding video professionals’ perception and needs for automation

• Exploring the different applications of AI in creating tools for intelligent video

editing

• Designing and creating prototypes of intelligent video editing tools

• Understanding the impact of automation by evaluating the prototypes

• Summarizing user experiences and identifying implications for the further work in

intelligent video editing tools.

1.7 Overview of the thesis work

This thesis has three research papers, each addressing different research questions. This

section contains brief overviews of these papers. In addition to these three papers, two

more research papers were produced during the thesis. Those two papers are not included

in the thesis, but were briefly discussed in Preface.

AI video editing tools. What do editors want, and how far is AI from de-

livering them? [Soe and Slavkovik, 2021] There is a need to synthesize the existing

literature on using AI to assist with video editing and to understand the needs of video

professionals to inform further work on intelligent video editing tools. Before engaging

in finding solutions regarding the automation of different tasks in the video workflow, it

is important to understand not only what we can automate, but also what users would
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like to have automated. The users are, of course, the human video editors who will use

the semi-automated video editing tools. In the first included paper [Soe and Slavkovik,

2021], we did exactly this; we identified and summarized existing literature on intelligent

video editing solutions, we surveyed 13 video professionals about what their expectations

and requirements for automation, and we specified what automation requirements have

been met and how to work towards meeting the remaining unaddressed needs.

This work [Soe and Slavkovik, 2021] makes three main contributions to the thesis. First,

it lays the foundation for this thesis by summarizing the current state of the art in

intelligent video editing tools and identifying themes in this field of research. Second, to

address the question from the paper’s title, a survey of 14 video editors from the industry

was conducted, and the responses were summarized. The survey results clarified the

participants’ expectations of AI, the need for automation in their workflows, and their

opinions on automation in video editing. We used the summary of the current work on AI

in video editing and the survey results to inform further work on intelligent video editing

tools and suggested what AI technology might be suitable for some video workflow tasks.

The remaining two papers address the semi-automation of two different video workflow

tasks, subtitling and cropping and panning. The first work contains both quantita-

tive and qualitative evaluations, and while in the second work employs only qualitative

measures.

Evaluating AI-assisted Subtitling [Soe et al., 2021] address semi-automated subti-

tling. This empirical work is motivated by the lack of focus on the human factor and

human input in automated subtitling tools. With the fact that speech-to-text technology

is not completely error-free, a semi-automated subtitling tool where human users cor-

rect the machine errors is proposed. The work evaluates two key hypotheses. i) Assisted

subtitling helps novice users create more accurate subtitles, and ii) assisted subtitling

helps novices users make subtitles faster. This work also addresses the efficiency and ef-

fectiveness of semi-automated subtitling compared to baseline subtitling, how the UX

changes when automation is introduced, and what are and how to solve the usability

issues caused by automation in facilitating subtitling.

This paper [Soe et al., 2021] makes two key contributions. The first one is a quantitative

exploration of the impact of introducing automation into a subtitling workflow. This was

achieved by building an AI-assisted subtitling prototype on top of a production-grade

video editing tool and running an experiment with 24 participants. The measured data

from this experiment proved that the AI-assisted subtitling prototype led to more accu-

rate and faster subtitling. The second is identifying the changes in UX and discovering

new types of interactions when automation is introduced. This was achieved by collect-
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ing data regarding the user experiences from our experiment and using thematic analysis

to identify UX issues. Potential solutions to the discovered issues are also suggested. An-

other contribution of this work is that it highlights the importance of user experience

and using human intelligence and reasoning to fix the errors of AI. We also used and

commented on the suitability of using word error rates (WER) as a qualitative measure

to access verbatim subtitles.

Another important contribution of this work [Soe et al., 2021] is the investigation of how

semi-automation or having to work with automation in subtitling, changes the perfor-

mance, behavior, and experiences of novice users. The results of the experiment confirm

that the assisted subtitling prototype with speech-to-text enables the novice users to

create slightly more accurate subtitles much more quickly. However, the users rate the

experience with assisted subtitling as being more difficult than starting from scratch.

This paper also addresses the UX challenges involved in introducing automation into the

subtitling workflow, and the usability problems that need to be addressed for efficient

human–machine collaboration in subtitling. In addition, the possibility of retraining the

state-of-the-art machine learning based speech-to-text systems with user corrections in

subtitling is discussed.

A content-aware tool for converting videos to narrower aspect ratios [Soe and

Slavkovik, 2022] explores using five AI models to support the cropping and panning task.

ML-based visual perception uses ML to imitate human visual perception. However, ml-

based visual perception models are specific to a particular task such as detecting faces,

detecting texts, or detecting salient regions (areas of interests in a video frame). In our

work, we use these different ML models together to create idioms-based video retargeting

workflow.

The semi-automated cropping and panning task in our paper is presented as video re-

targeting. Video retargeting in our context is defined as creating a different aspect ratio

of the same video. For instance, converting a video created for a 16:9 wide screen format

to a 1:1 square format to upload to Instagram is considered a video retargeting problem.

The main intention of this work is to explore a new interactive cropping and panning

workflow using ml-based video processing.

This work [Soe and Slavkovik, 2022] explores how we can design semi-automated crop-

ping and panning using ML-based video processing, what are the design challenges, and

the user experience issues. We employed six cinematic idioms for the users to control

cropping and panning in this work. We performed a user study with 5 users to deter-

mine the feasibility and to explore user experience issues with the tool. We analyzed

responses from the user evaluation to explore the challenges involved in using ml-based
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perception to create a semi-automated cropping and panning tool. In addition, we per-

formed a review of the output of the tool with a professional video editor and made a

short comparison with results of manual retargeting by the video editor.

The contributions from [Soe and Slavkovik, 2022] are as follows. First, we presented a

design and implementation of a prototype that uses semi-automation to perform crop-

ping and panning. Second, we confirmed the feasibility of the tool for exploring different

possibilities of video retargeting by performing a usability evaluation. Lastly, we iden-

tified which areas of the proposed approach should be improved based on the results of

the evaluation. In this study, we reported issues concerning the ML models used, the

user interactions created, the interface design of the tool, and what we have learned from

the user study to inform further work on semi-automated cropping and panning.

The three papers included in this thesis focus on the interaction and interplay between

human users and semi-automated tools in the context of editing videos.Throughout the

thesis, we emphasized the importance of user experience and interactions, as the ultimate

intention is to explore the use of semi-automation to create useful and better tools for

video editing workflows.

1.8 Structure of the thesis

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows. In Chapter 2, background topics

on HCI, AI, user experience with AI, video workflows, and intelligent video editing tools

are discussed in details. Chapter 2 also contains a comprehensive review of the literature

to situate the contributions of this thesis in the literature and to help understand the

three papers in this thesis.

Chapter 3 discusses the research methods used in this thesis and how various research

methods fit together in our works. For each research method utilized throughout the

thesis, the following details are provided: the definition and summary of the method, the

rationale for why a particular method is used, how they are used, and instances where a

method is employed.

The next three chapters comprise the three papers included in this thesis. They are:

Paper I: “AI video editing tools. What do editors want and how far is AI from delivering”

in Chapter 4; Paper II: “Evaluating Assisted Subtitling” in Chapter 5; Paper III: “A

content-aware tool for converting videos to narrower aspect ratios” in Chapter 6.

Chapter 7 is the final discussion and the conclusion of this thesis. In this chapter, the
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answers to the research questions are summarized and the contributions this thesis has

made are presented. In addition, the lessons learned from the attempts to answer the

research questions are discussed. This chapter and the thesis are concluded with sections

on the future work made possible by this thesis and limitations of the thesis.



Chapter 2

Background

This chapter places the works in this thesis in the scientific context and reviews relevant

research. In addition, it gives an overview of the research areas, concepts, definitions,

methods, and tools that are relevant for understanding the remaining chapters of the

thesis. It starts with a comprehensive summary of intelligent video editing tools. After-

wards, topics that are foundations of intelligent video editing tools are discussed. The

first foundation is AI, the emphasis is on AI relevant to videos and video editing. The

second foundation is HCI. It includes an overview of human–computer interaction (HCI),

user experience (UX), and HCI’s & UX’s perspective on designing tools that includes

human–AI interactions. In addition, topics more specific to the thesis such as subtitling,

semi-automated subtitling, video aspect ratios, and video retargeting are discussed. The

last topic is Viz Story, the web-based video editing tool from Vizrt, that was used to

built the prototype in Chapter 5.

2.1 Intelligent video editing tools

All the popular video editing tools today are created for non-linear editing (NLE). Non-

linear editing is defined as a form of “video editing that does not require the sequence

to be worked on sequentially” [Okun et al., 2015]. Examples of some popular NLEs

are, Adobe Premier Pro1, Avid Media Composer2, DaVinci Resolve3 and OpenShot4.

In addition to supporting non-linear editing, video editing software usually contains

features such as subtitling and captioning, color correction and grading, graphics and

1https://www.adobe.com/products/premiere.html
2https://www.avid.com/media-composer
3https://www.blackmagicdesign.com/products/davinciresolve/
4https://www.openshot.org/
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animations, video effects and transition, and audio adjustments. NLEs are powerful and

mature software for editing video, but they do not solve the high skill requirements or

labor-intensiveness of video editing.

As stated in the previous chapter, intelligent video editing tools are video editing tools

that employ semi-automation to support users in video editing workflows. Intelligent

video editing tools exists between two approaches to video editing. On one hand, there is

non-linear editing (NLE) software where videos must be edited by the users at frames. On

the other hand, there is completely automated video editing, in which the entire editing

process is done by automation. In contrast to completely automated video editing,

intelligent video editing tools shares the editing tasks between users and automation.

As intelligent video editing tools uses semi-automation, some tasks are automated while

the rest of the tasks are placed under the control of the users. In the next section,

we provide a comprehensive summary of intelligent video editing tools and discusses

important topics in these tools, such as shared control of tasks between user control and

automation.

2.1.1 Fully automated video editing

It is a challenging task, using current AI technology, to completely automate video

editing. Currently, fully automated video editing is limited to simple and narrow editing,

such as creating highlights or video mashups. Here, computation is used to automatically

process one or more video clips into a modified video without any user input. The rest

of this paragraph will cover automated highlight generation. One popular example of AI

being used to create highlights is “Made by Machine When AI met the Archive”5. In this

work, the BBC created short complications from the BBC archive of 270,000 programs.

This work employed AI technologies to create highlights from the BBC archive, namely,

object and scene recognition, subtitle analysis, and visual energy. For another example,

this work [Wu et al., 2020] presented a system for automated editing of corporate meeting

videos. This work employed heuristics from how a human editor edited these type of

videos and uses two attention models (for audio and video) to automatically edit meeting

videos.

Generation of mashups is another area where completely automated video editing has

been applied. A mashup is a video compiled from a combination of video clips from

different sources about a single event or topic. For example, Virtual Director [Shrestha

et al., 2010] is an automation method created for mashups of concert recordings. The

mashup generation rules in Virtual Director was created by interviewing video editors

5https://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/blog/2018-09-artificial-intelligence-archive-made-machine
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and film literature. These rules are then translated to computable rules, and a rule-based

optimization method is used to select recordings and create a synchronized compilation

of a concert. There are other mashup generation methods such as Hua et al. [2004] for

creating highlight of home videos that matches a music, MoViMash [Saini et al., 2012]

for concert recordings, Jiku Director 2.0 [Nguyen et al., 2014] for mobile videos, and

WeMash [Wang et al., 2014] for online web videos about events.

Another use of completely automated video editing is that using AI to automatically

edit live events’ coverage. The methods used in automatically editing live events and

computationally measuring the quality of automatically edited videos from these systems

is discussed in Radut et al. [2020]. In the same work [Radut et al., 2020], an interesting

concept of “good enough” is discussed. Though the automated live editing of events

might be inferior to a production being done by a skilled crew, some events might not

have the means to hire a crew for live broadcast. In such cases, automation can be

deployed for live editing, but it has to be of sufficient quality to use it over just a simple

single camera setup. Discovering the quality requirements necessary for automation to

considered good enough to use it over simple solutions (i.e. without automation) can be

the key to refining live automated editing [Radut et al., 2020]. This concept of being

good enough can be the key to understanding requirements for other types of automated

video editing, such as highlights and mashups.

In contrast to intelligent video editing tools, fully automated video editing does not

require any user input, human oversight, or feedback during the video editing process.

The lack of user input means that user experience issues in fully automated video editing

is limited to perceived quality of the edited video.

2.2 Semi-automating video workflows

The key problem studied in this thesis is how can we use artificial intelligence (AI) to

support video editing? Full automation of video editing is limited to the very narrow

applications as described in the previous section. Semi-automation in video workflow

can be used to make easier, faster and more accessible video editing tools for the human

editors, but this too is not without challenges. The key challenge of semi-automation

in video editing workflow is human–AI interaction issues in the context of video editing.

This is because semi-automation meant that AI is embedded into the video editing tools.

Human editors who use these editing tools are required to interact with AI assistance

or output of an AI model in their video editing tools. In this section, the topic of

semi-automated video editing tools is introduced, followed by the challenges in this field.
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Creating better video editing workflows through some form of semi-automation is a

decades old problem. In this thesis, semi-automated video editing tools will be referred

to as intelligent video editing tools. Intelligent video editing tools are video editing tools

that employ semi-automation to create easier and faster video editing workflows. The

current body of literature on intelligent video editing tools consists mostly of works that

are created for editing only a specific type of video. For example, a tool for placing cuts

and transitions in interview videos, proposed by Berthouzoz et al. [2012], is created for

editing of monologue interview view videos. A tool for editing instructional videos was

presented by Truong et al. [2016]. Another example is a tool for editing dialogue-driven

videos [Leake et al., 2017], where the tool requires the video script of dialogues and videos

has to be different takes of the script. A possible reason for having video specific tools

is video editing requirements and workflows vary depending on the type, the purpose,

and the context of the video being edited. It is also a lot easier to create workflows for

a specific type of video.

One of the most common similarities among different intelligent video editing tools is

to remove the need to do frame by frame adjustment by offering manipulations from

a higher level of abstractions (shots, scene, dialogs, words, etc.). For example, Silver

[Casares et al., 2002], provides smart manipulation of video where the users can edit

with clips and shots. In addition, this tool enabled abstract views of video editing. It

provided these functions by using the metadata created for the videos. Another example

is Roughcut [Leake et al., 2017] where the users can create edits by just selecting a set

of available video editing idioms.

Editing text is much easier than editing videos, and for this reason, text has been used

as a proxy to edit videos. How to edit the video automatically as using the changes

in the corresponding text is explored in many research works [Berthouzoz et al., 2012;

Wang et al., 2019] and in the industry tools - Descript6 and AutoEdit7. A summary of

intelligent video editing is presented in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1 lists previous works on intelligent video editing tools and classify them in terms

of video type, abstractions used, and tasks that are semi-automated. Video type is the

type of the video that the tools are created for editing. For instance, the tool proposed

by Pavel et al. [2014] is for editing video lectures. Abstraction used describes the unit

of video that the users can edit the video with. In traditional NLEs, the basic unit of

editing is frames, and video editing is done by manipulating the (a group of) frames in

a video. However, by mapping a group of frames to spoken words, editing can be done

by manipulating words [Berthouzoz et al., 2012]. Tasks semi-automated are the tasks

6https://www.descript.com
7https://pietropassarelli.com/autoEdit.html
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that are supported by AI in each of the tools. The most common task that is supported

across the tools is cutting and composing video segments.

Work Video type Abstraction used Tasks semi-automated

Casares et al.
[2002]

Videos with
annotated
metadata

Clips, shots, frames Cutting segments,
joining segments

Leake et al. [2017] Videos taken for a
dialog script

Shots, dialog lines,
editing idioms

Cutting segments,
composing segments,
selection of alternative
video takes

Chi et al. [2013] Video tutorials
with voice
annotations

Annotated steps in a
tutorial

Cutting segments,
composing segments

Berthouzoz et al.
[2012]

Interview videos Spoken words Removing undesired
video segments,
Cutting and
composing segments

Truong et al.
[2016]

Narrated videos
with audio
annotations

Lines of sentences in
narration, static and
kinetic segments

Cutting segments,
composing segments

Pavel et al. [2014] Video lectures Chapters, sections Creation of chapter
and sections
summaries

Wang et al. [2019] Video montage Keywords, editing
idioms

Cutting segments,
composing segments

Descript.com Videos with
narration

Words, Sentences Cutting segments,
composing segments

Passarelli [2019] Video interviews Words Cutting segments,
composing segments

Table 2.1: Summary of intelligent video editing tools

Which tasks are automated and what the users are required to do varies across the intelli-

gent video editing tools reviewed in this thesis. Answers are often framed by the purpose

of the tool, the type of users video the tool was created for, and limitations of the AI

that was being employed. For example, in Democut [Chi et al., 2013] users are only al-

lowed to: create and edit annotations, apply different effects to segments, modify any

visual effects, edit subtitles, resize the cropped region, or add/delete highlights. Demo-

cut is created for editing only single take demonstration videos. To elaborate, the input

is a single video file and output is a shortened, edited version of that single video file.

The task of applying effects, applying transitions, removing silent-segments, adjusting

segment boundaries and compiling the video is done by automation.

Here is another example to demonstrate the differences in allocation of tasks between

users and automation. In Roughcut [Leake et al., 2017], the only method of manipulating

the video for the users is by applying a set of video editing idioms from 13 cinematic
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idioms made available to the users. Segmenting the videos, labelling them and selecting

the best segments for the user provided list of idioms is done automatically. In Chi et al.

[2013] and Leake et al. [2017], frame-level adjustments are not possible at all. However,

they do allow exporting the results in edit decision list (EDL) files, which can be used to

further fine tune the edit on other NLEs. EDL is a popular file format for NLE that can

encodes the results of segmenting video sources files (with timestamps) and compositions

of video segments on a timeline.

In some other tools, there is more user control, or to put it in different words, the level

of automation is lower. For example, in Quickcut [Truong et al., 2016], the user can do

frame level selection of the footage for segmentation of clips as well as select the order

segments appear. What is being automated in Quickcut is suggesting relevant footage

for story segments and selecting suitable cut point for transitions and applying aesthetic

pleasing cinematic effects in transitions. In Silver [Myers et al., 2001], the automation is

limited to providing abstract views of the video (i.e. text transcript, storyboard, subject,

outline and source views) and smart selection of clips using shots and scene boundaries.

Intelligent video editing tools from industry. In contrast to tools proposed in research,

limited information is available on the tools from the industry. The most common type

of intelligent video editing offered in industry is “editing videos by editing text”. It is

an application where users can edit the corresponding text aligned with the video and

the video will be automatically edited to reflect the changes in the text. For example,

both autoEdit8, Descript9 supports editing video by editing text. Rev.com10, a popular

online service for subtitling and transcripts, also allows selection of video by selecting

text. How does editing videos by editing text works? First, the text transcript (which

can be automatically generated with speech-to-text or human labor) is aligned to the

video automatically. The alignment of the transcript to video is done using speech to

text. A method for aligning text to video using speech-to-text is described in Huang

[2003]. The users are presented with both the video and the transcript of the video. By

cutting and moving the text in the text transcript, the video will be edited accordingly.

There is a commercial product from Adobe Experience Cloud11 that offers users ML-

based area of interest detection for cropping and panning of images and videos. However,

how the area of interest is computed is not available to the public.

One of the biggest challenges in semi-automation of video workflow is the way users

perceive and use the tool can change when automation is embedded into the existing

8https://pietropassarelli.com/autoEdit.html
9https://www.descript.com/video-editing

10https://www.rev.com/blog/edit-videos-faster-pull-selects-from-your-transcripts-with-an-edl
11https://business.adobe.com/products/experience-manager/assets/smart-crop.html
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workflow. We found out that users interact with the same subtitling interface very

differently with and without automation in our semi-automated subtitling work [Soe

et al., 2021]. Therefore, examining user experience for semi-automated video editing

tools is necessary. Understanding user experiences in intelligent video editing tools and

thus creating better tools is limited by the lack of literature on this topic and the lack of

attention on user experience issues in works that discusses intelligent video workflows.

Simply plugging semi-automation into a video editing tool does not help the human

video editor to understand, trust and utilize what AI could do and correct when it fails

to deliver. So, what are the challenges for semi-automation in video workflow? Several

HCI studies Dove et al. [2017]; Yang et al. [2020] had attempted to map out key human–

AI interactions design challenges in creating new applications with AI.

Easy to use and efficient user interfaces and interactions are necessary to successfully

create semi-automated video workflows. According to Dove et al. [2017], the challenges

of designing UX with automation are the lack of understanding of ML in UX community,

the data dependent nature of ML black-boxes and the difficulty of making interactive

prototypes with ML. Additionally, there is the automation vs control trade-off, in which

giving users more creative control over video editing workflow might come at the cost of

a loss in efficiency.

Since video workflows can be very different depending on the type of video being edited,

it is difficult to build upon the literature on intelligent video editing tools as they are

created for different types of videos and thus have different workflows. Instead of creating

semi-automated video workflows for every different types of videos, semi-automation can

be introduced for individual video tasks. Semi-automation of individual tasks will allow

each tasks to be executed in the order desired by the editor, leading to more flexible tools.

On the other hand, automating the entire video workflow means that the automation

will dictate the order the tasks are executed, which might not be desirable by the users12

in most cases.

Task level semi-automation also enables measurements and evaluations of the task and

makes possible the study of the changes that might occur in a task when automation

is introduced. In Soe et al. [2021], we studied semi-automation of subtitling task, and

studied the impact of introducing automation into the workflow using an AI-embedded

prototype. Moreover, current ML techniques are only applicable to a single task (narrow

AI). Therefore, automating the whole video editing process is a task that is not suitable

for current approaches in machine learning-based automation, as it is difficult to create

a dataset and ML-based automation for the correct way of editing a whole video.

12the users who are already using some type of non-linear video editing tools
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2.2.1 Evaluation methods used in intelligent video editing tools

How were the existing work on intelligent video editing tools evaluated, and what were

the results? The evaluation method used and results of the study are summarized in

Table 2.2. The most popular evaluation method in use is output evaluation. In output

evaluation, intelligent video editing tools were used to edit a few videos and the output

videos from the tool is evaluated. A better evaluation method used in the studies is user

study found in two of the works. This method is better for studying UX, as a user study

can reveal the user perception of the tools and possible user interface issues.

Work Evaluation Results

Casares et al.
[2002]

Pilot user study Number of participants: seven
Study design: within-subjects
Treatment: one with smart editing and one
without
Results: no significant differences in editing time

Leake et al. [2017] Output evaluation Using a professional video editor to edit eight
scenes. Using the system to produce edits for
the same set of scenes, and compare the results.

Chi et al. [2013] User study Number of participants: eight
Treatment: none
Task: create a how-to video
Results: measure for time taken and perceived
qualities of videos

Berthouzoz
et al. [2012]

Output evaluation Using the tool to create transitions for five
videos
Results: computational processing time and
informal input from journalists

Truong et al.
[2016]

Output evaluation Using the tool to compose five videos from five
sets of video takes
Measures: time taken to create videos using the
tool
Results: informal feedback from ten novices and
one video editor

Pavel et al.
[2014]

Output evaluation Using the tool to create four video summaries
and manually edit the summaries
Measures: evaluate time taken to refine the
summaries against time taken for manual edit

Wang et al. [2019] Output evaluation Using the tool to create 20 video montages of
five types. Evaluate the visual and text
matching quality and quality of shot assembly.
Comparison of one video with professional
editing.

Table 2.2: Summary of Evaluation methods used in intelligent video editing tools

Most of the tools use output evaluation as the sole evaluation method. And the key

problem with reporting just output evaluation is the evaluation of the process and user
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experience is ignored. For instance, Leake et al. [2017] presents the output of 8 dialogue-

driven scenes and compared the output videos from their tool with editing done by a

professional video editor. Performing only output evaluation meant systematic reporting

of usability issues and user feedback is not published. If the evaluation results are

just “this tool was used to create good videos”, the contribution of the study towards

strengthening the knowledge on human–AI interaction in video editing tools is limited.

Only one study [Casares et al., 2002] uses experimental treatment with within-subjects

design. Usage of experimental treatment can expose the influence of the automation into

the tool by comparing the results with automation and without automation among the

users.

2.3 Artificial Intelligence for Video and Video Edit-

ing

Intelligent video editing tools are tools that utilize both AI and human input to create

semi-automated video workflows. In this section, we will present an overview of AI

technology relevant to video editing.

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is loosely defined as intelligent behavior in computers, and

perception is one of such intelligent behaviors [Nilsson, 1998]. Video is a time-based

medium containing both audio and visual information. Therefore, perception of visual

and auditory signals is what is of interest when it comes to video editing. Besides

perception, natural language processing, making computers understand language, is also

an important AI technology for semi-automating video workflows as most of the videos

contain human speech.

The state-of-the-art breakthroughs in AI for computer vision and speech has brought

on by machine learning and deep learning in particular [LeCun et al., 2015]. Machine

Learning (ML) is how a machine can improve its future performance based on inputs or

in response to external information [Nilsson, 1998]. Unlike humans who can learn from a

few examples, machines require many examples (from hundreds to millions of examples)

to learn from. Such examples, known as datasets, are essential for research in machine

learning to both develop and evaluate new methods. One of the important dataset for

computer vision is ImageNet [Deng et al., 2009], which has 3.2 million images of different

classes. This dataset enabled many break through works in image classification such as

Krizhevsky et al. [2012] which trained a deep convectional neural networks for image

classification. As datasets play such an important role in development of AI, relevant

datasets will be introduced when discussing AI techniques.
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The breakthroughs in AI for visual and audio processing meant that we can automatically

process the content of the videos. Processing the content of the video provides a lot of

utility for creating intelligent video editing workflows. For example, face recognition is

used in these works [Leake et al., 2017; Soe and Slavkovik, 2022; Wang et al., 2019] to

detect the speakers in a video and their facial actions. Based on the faces and facial

actions detected, abstract editing decisions such as making “speaker visible” can be

automated. Furthermore, using AI to suggest music suitable for a video [Lin et al., 2021]

or judge the quality of a video clip [Niu and Liu, 2012] can be used to suggest sound

effects in video editing or rank video takes according to the computed quality of the

shots. The discussions on AI techniques of interests in visual perception and generating

videos with AI is expanded in the rest of this section.

2.3.1 AI for computer vision

AI has been used to emulate our vision to “see” things in the world via images and

moving images captured by cameras. However, unlike vision in nature, AI methods

for computer vision are created for each narrow specific tasks. For example, a facial

recognition model will only recognize faces and will not work for seeing anything else.

AI for visual perception, widely known as computer vision, has received a lot of attention

recently. In this subsection, we will provide an overview of computer vision techniques

relevant for this thesis, namely, face detection, object detection, object tracking, scene

detection, sentiment analysis, video reasoning, and video captioning. An introduction

to each of the topics and overview of the work in these topics are discussed.

Face detection is using machine learning to detect faces in images or videos. An open-

source toolkit named OpenFace 2.0 [Baltrusaitis et al., 2018], is created for detecting

faces, facial landmarks (eyes, nose mouth and face shape), gaze and head orientation. In

addition, OpenFace 2.0 model can also recognize 20 facial actions units (e.g. blinking,

jaw dropping, lip sucking). The techniques and datasets used for detecting face and

facial actions are listed in the original paper [Baltrusaitis et al., 2018]. One of the most

popular datasets for face detection is Labeled Faces in the Wild [Huang et al., 2008]

(which is also one dataset used in creating Openface 2.0) consists of 13,233 images of

5749 people taken from the web with labels that can be used to train face detection

algorithms. Another popular dataset for face detection and recognition is VGGFace2

[Cao et al., 2018]. It consists of 3 million images of 9131 subjects.

Object detection is detecting the presence of objects and classifying the types or classes

of these objects. Object tracking takes the object recognition further and tracks the

movement of objects across frames in a video. Two of the most popular methods of
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object detection and tracking are You Only Look Once (YOLO) [Redmon et al., 2016]

and Single Shot multibox Detector (SSD) [Liu et al., 2016]. YOLO is a real-time capable

object detection method that uses a single neural network for both predicting bounding

boxes and class probabilities, instead of using one neural network for each of the tasks.

SSD is also a single shot detector (that uses just a single neural network like YOLO) and it

works slightly faster than YOLO. Prominent datasets for object recognition are ImageNet

[Deng et al., 2009], The Pascal Visual Object Classes (VOC) [Everingham et al., 2010]

and Microsoft COCO: Common Objects in context [Lin et al., 2014]. Microsoft COCO

[Lin et al., 2014] consists of 2.5 million labelled objects in 238,000 images.

Scene detection is finding semantically or visually related segments (scenes) in a video. A

shot is an uninterrupted sequence of images from a single camera take [Okun et al., 2015].

A scene is thus defined as a collection of shots that share a common setting or theme

[Okun et al., 2015]. With this definition of shots and scenes, scene detection is usually

done by grouping the shots. Baraldi et al. [2015] combined scene detection method that

shot detection using Shot Transition Graph followed by scene detection using hierarchical

clustering for re-using old broadcast videos. MovieScenes dataset [Rao et al., 2020] is a

large-scale scene segmentation dataset which contains 21K scenes derived by grouping

over270K shots from 150 movies. In the same work [Rao et al., 2020], a local-to-global

scene segmentation framework is presented, and the framework achieves better results

than other segmentation models on the MovieScenes dataset.

Sentiment analysis in videos is the task of identifying the sentiment conveyed in a given

content. Since video is a dual-tracked medium, multi-modal analysis is the most common

method for identifying sentiments. Morency et al. [2011] present a proof-of-concept tri-

modal (audio, visual and language) approach to sentiment analysis of videos and a small

dataset of clips and sentiments from 45 videos from YouTube. Poria et al. [2015] present

a multi-modal sentiment analysis on short video clips using features from text, visual

and audio to train a classifier for sentiment analysis.

Visual reasoning is using machine intelligence to reason about temporal and casual events

from videos. Yi* et al. [2020] created a dataset called CLEVER (Collision Events for

Video Representation and Reasoning) which contains videos and four types of questions:

descriptive, explanatory, predictive and counterfactual. They also create a benchmark

based on their dataset and evaluated various visual reasoning models on their benchmark.

The dataset contains videos of different objects of shapes and colors moving and colliding.

Video captioning is generating descriptive, natural sentences to capture the dynamics

in videos. Wu et al. [2016] create a common architecture for video captioning using

sequence learning. This work also listed the datasets of video captioning and the biggest
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dataset is MSR-VTT-10K [Xu et al., 2016] which contains 10k web video clips with 200k

sentences describing these clips (each clip is annotated with 20 natural sentences). The

Kinetics human action dataset [Kay et al., 2017] consists of 700 classes of human actions

and at least 700 videos for each action. It can be used for developing methods to detect

human actions in videos.

Video quality. In the first paper of this thesis [Soe and Slavkovik, 2021], we identify

automation needs from the industry for video editing supporting tasks such as filtering

out bad takes or bad quality videos. There are some datasets that can be used to support

those tasks. These are briefly listed here.

Video blooper dataset 13 consists of 600 monologue videos of individuals talking to a

fixed camera and labels for blooper and non-blooper videos. The goal of this dataset is

to allow detection of blooper (bad takes) so that they can be filtered out without having

to perform editing. AutomEditor 14 is created based on the video blooper dataset and

multi-modal utterance level analysis technique from this paper [Deng et al., 2018]

Video quality assessment is another area AI has been used to judge the quality of videos.

Ying et al. [2020] created a dataset of user-generated video containing 39,000 real world

distorted videos and 117,000 space-time localized video patches (‘v-patches’), and 5.5M

human perceptual quality annotations. In the same paper, they also presented two new

approaches to train video quality assessment models based on the data-sets.

Video summarization is creating a concise version of an original video containing the

most interesting or important parts from the original. SumMe dataset [Gygli et al.,

2014] consists of 25 videos covering holidays, events and sports and allows benchmarking

of video summarization methods. In the same work, superframes-based 15 summarization

for user videos is also presented. There is another benchmark for video summarization

called, TVSum [Yale Song et al., 2015] consists of 50 videos and 1000 annotation of shot

level importance scores.

Text detection or optical character recognition (ocr) is converting images of text into

encoded text. OCR can be useful in video editing as readable text in the video can

usually be an object of interest, or it can be used to detect text graphics in a video.

OCR techniques like many other computer vision approaches is solved using hand-crafted

methods in the early days [Mori et al., 1992]. However, like many computer vision

challenges, OCR also became of the problem that is best solved with deep learning and

neural networks [LeCun et al., 2015]. The state-of-the art OCR in this work [Lee and

13https://www.kaggle.com/toxtli/video-blooper-dataset-for-automatic-video-editing
14https://github.com/toxtli/AutomEditor
15A superframe is a frame where the video can be cut into segments
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Osindero, 2016] used convolutional neural networks for image encoding and recurrent

neural networks for language modelling. A well-known dataset for OCR is International

Conference on Document Analysis and Recognition (ICDAR) Robust Reading Challenge.

The ICDAR Challenge 4 dataset [Karatzas et al., 2015] consists of 1,670 images.

Saliency is the quality of being noticeable or prominent. Saliency prediction in images

is the problem of detecting the areas that are most likely to attract the attention or

interests of a viewer. As explained by Kummerer et al. [2017], saliency prediction is the

task of predicting fixation locations given the image the observer is viewing. Saliency

prediction has been used to crop images for creating gallery views on social media that

is to create representative thumbnails of full-sized images. The Deepgaze II [Kummerer

et al., 2017] model used in our work on semi-automated panning [Soe and Slavkovik,

2022] is trained using the Saliency in Context (SALICON) dataset, [Jiang et al., 2015]

which contains human “free-viewing” data on 10,000 images from the Microsoft COCO

dataset.

2.3.2 AI for video editing and generating videos

There are AI techniques that are developed for extracting video editing rules. Matsuo

et al. [2002] present data mining techniques to classify editing patterns in terms of

three types of shots (loose, medium, tight shots) from videos with the goal of creating

reproducible editing patterns. Earlier work by Butler and Parkes [1997] presented a rule-

and query-based approach to automate video editing, whereby rules were developed from

cinematic theory. Automated video editing by modelling the editing process and using

semantics is presented in Nack and Parkes [1997]. In more recent work, Wu et al. [2020]

present a system for automated editing of meeting videos using faces, poses and gazes

data of people in the video.

AI techniques have been developed to manipulate or synthesize video as well. Some of

the earliest work on this topic, Video Rewrite [Bregler et al., 1997], uses existing footage

of a person to automatically create a video of said person speaking to a different audio

track. This work was done intending to facilitate movie dubbing. AI synthesizing videos

from existing footage became popular once again after discovering techniques to train

deep neural networks to synthesize fake videos — the videos created this way are known

as deep fakes. According to [Mirsky and Lee, 2021], a deep fake is a content generated by

AI that is authentic according to a human observer. Deep fakes mostly received negative

concerns in the media, however, they could also have potential applications in generating

or adapting video content.
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Borgo et al. [2012] summarized the methods available for generating video-based com-

puter graphics, which has a lot of potential application in adaptive graphics and applying

editing effects in video editing. Another form of automated video editing is improving

aesthetic qualities of videos such as motion stabilization, shots removal and color adjust-

ment [Choi and Lee, 2015]. Bai et al. [2009] propose a background cut out method for

videos using multiple local classifiers.

What do people want from AI in video editing? The opinions on automation and require-

ments from automation in video editing have never been reported in research studies.

One study [Girgensohn et al., 2001] explores the balance of automation and user control

and reports a finding similar to lumberjack effect (i.e. when automation doesn’t work

as expected, it degrades performance more). They reported negative experiences when

people can’t understand the workings of automation and frustrations from inability to

overwrite the automation.

2.4 HCI and User Experience with AI

Intelligent video editing tools should be approached with the Human–Computer In-

teraction (HCI) perspective. HCI, in particular the user interfaces designs and user

experiences in video editing tools with AI/automation, is an essential to ensure that au-

tomation helps the users more than it hinders them in intelligent video editing tools. In

this section, overview of HCI and user experience (UX) topics in human–AI interactions

presented.

2.4.1 Human Computer Interaction

Human–computer interaction is a discipline concerned with the design, evaluation and

implementation of interactive computing systems for human use and with the study of

major phenomena surrounding them [Hewett et al., 1992]. HCI is an interdisciplinary

area and for the context of this thesis we use the perspective of HCI from computer

science discipline. Human (the user) is the first and most important part of HCI. The

second factor is the computer technology which ranges from screen, keyboard, mouse

interfaces to touchscreen, virtual reality, automation and beyond. HCI focuses on the

interaction between one or more humans and one or more computational machines.

Bødker [2006] presented the evolution of HCI from second wave, with focus on work

settings and established practices to third wave, which is broader in context, application

types, and it includes cultural, emotional aspects. The third wave of HCI is somewhat
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similar to the expansion of AI research in that AI research has also broadened up towards

non-technical aspects with the wide-spread adoption of AI.

Usability is defined in ISO 9241-11 as “extent to which a product can be used by specified

users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified

context of use”. By that definition, when evaluating usability, the goal should be to

emphasize effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction. On the other hand, user experience

(UX) is a wider term. User experience is defined in the same document (ISO 9241-210)

as “a person’s perceptions and responses that result from the use and/or anticipated use

of a system, product or service”. Turner [2017, p. 15] proposed UX as an ad hoc category

with three core attributes namely, involvement, affect, and aesthetics. Involvement can

be, for example, the daily use of digital products. Affect includes emotions, feeling and

moods. Aesthetics is the appearance of a digital product.

2.4.2 User Experience in semi-automated and AI-embedded

tools

Simply plugging AI into an existing video editing tool does not help the user to under-

stand and utilize what AI could do and what it could not do. Study of human factors

for automation is necessary to explore how to help users understand and use automation

effectively. These human factors are usability, user interaction designs, and user expe-

rience. In addition, affordances provided by automation allows designers to create new

type of interactions. But what are those new interactions that work, and which of those

are desirable for the users? Dove et al. [2017] say in their study that machine learning

(ML) is both under-explored opportunity for HCI researchers and has an unknown po-

tential as a design material. The authors also pointed out the challenges in creating a

better user experience with AI. The challenges are: the lack of understanding of ML in

UX community, the data dependent nature of ML black boxes (i.e. unlike written code,

inspecting ML models do not reveal much information), and the difficulty of making

interactive prototypes with ML.

There are some previous works that exist which explores the UX and HCI issues of tools

with automation. One of the classic example of integrating automation to an exist-

ing tool is principles of mixed-initiative user interfaces [Horvitz, 1999]. Mixed-initiative

user interfaces are defined as “interfaces that enable users and intelligent agents (AI)

to collaborate efficiently”, and this concept is demonstrated using automated calendar

scheduling from emails using Support Vector Machine (SVM) text classification [Horvitz,

1999]. In more recent work by Amershi et al. [2019], some general guidelines and heuris-
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tics for designing AI infused user experiences are presented. The guidelines were created

from studies with 49 design practitioners on 20 AI embedded products. The guidelines

however understandably focuses on mature ML tasks such as recommendation, search

and filtering. The challenges of Human-AI interaction are explored in Yang et al. [2020],

centering around two key issues: uncertainties surrounding AI capabilities and AI output

complexity.

2.4.3 AI techniques with human input

There are works from the AI community that focuses on how to integrate human input

into the automation process. One example of such approach is the human-in-the-loop

(HITL) machine learning. HITL machine learning attempts to combines or uses human

inputs in improving ML models or fixing mistakes of the ML outputs. Another term

coined recently in 2018 is machine-in-the-loop by Clark et al. [2018] where the goal

of the system is to improve the ability or performance of human users with machine

playing just a supporting role. How do we build efficient human–AI systems? This

question requires approaches from both AI and UX Design disciplines. AI techniques

that integrate user interactions are discussed in the paragraphs below.

Active learning ’s key hypothesis is that if a learning algorithm is allowed to choose which

data it learns from (curiosity) then it will perform better with less training data. Active

learning (known as optimal experiment design in statistics) is well motivated in ML

problems where labels are scarce and expensive, but data is in abundance [Settles, 2009].

In active learning, the (machine) learner actively selects or generates a sample instance

and request a label from the human to learn from it with the goal of efficient learning

with less labelled data. As such, active learning is a human-in-the-loop approach which

tries to minimize the number of samples required by asking for the most informative

input to be labelled.

There are different types of generating samples in active learning which are: membership

query synthesis, stream-based selective sampling, and pool-based sampling. In member-

ship query synthesis settings, the learner generate new samples/queries from the input

space. Stream-based selective sampling approach assumes that getting the data instance

is free and the learner can sample data and then decide whether to query for label based

on informativeness. Pool-based active learning assumes that the data can be collected

at once and then from the pool, which has a small set of labelled data and large set of

unlabeled data. The main differences between stream-based and pool-based approaches

are that the former scans the data sequentially, evaluates each sample individually, while

the latter processes and ranks the entire pool.
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An active learning approach that might be useful in creating tools (as in software

applications) with ML is cost-sensitive active learning, which considers that each in-

stance/actions has varying cost of labelling. Value of information approach to this con-

siders estimates of both labelling cost and cost of misclassification. Active learning is

difficult with deep learning methods because active learning relies on the ability to learn

and update models from small amounts of data. Active learning techniques with deep

Bayesian convectional neural networks for image data on MNIST dataset and cancer

diagnosis images is presented by Gal et al. [2017] .

Interactive machine learning (iML) also known as mixed-initiative or human-in-the-loop

systems — incorporates human input to produce an output or a decision. By putting

the human in-the-loop, a human kernel, as defined in Wilson et al. [2015], iML looks

for “algorithms which interact with agents and can optimize their learning behavior

through this interaction – where the agents can be humans”. Human-in-the-loop means

a model requiring human interaction which leads to changes in the outcome of an event or

process. Human-in-the-loop leverages both human intelligence and machine intelligence.

However, placing a human in the loop is not always desirable. In secure system designs,

the designers often try to keep human out of the loop as a way to eliminate human errors

leading to security vulnerabilities. The framework proposed by Cranor [2008] provides

a reasoning framework for human-in-the-loop secure systems design.

HITL ML uses humans to correct inaccuracies of ML algorithms for improving accuracy

(correction of the output) and/or and providing new training samples. Both supervised

learning and active learning methods can be used in human-in-the-loop machine learning

settings. Crayon [Fails and Olsen, 2003], interactive machine learning for training image

classifiers using decision trees, is one of the first human-in-the-loop ML and emphasized

rapid correction of prediction mistakes by humans. Smith et al. [2018] explored human-

in-the-loop topic modelling and also examines user experiences - how users are affected

by issues such as unpredictability, latency, trust and lack of control and how to address

them. Bias from humans that are in the algorithmic loop is different from that of bias in

training data. Holzinger et al. [2018] uses iML with ant colony optimization problem to

enhance results provided by travelling salesman problem solver using a gamified interface.

Terms such as human is the loop and machine in the loop are used to indicate the

emphasis on the human side of the loop. The term ”human is the loop” is used to propose

a shift in the focus [Endert et al., 2014] in visual analytics field. In human is the loop, the

focus is on fitting algorithms into human analysts work processes, sort of human-centered

approach to HITL. Visual analytics is the science of marrying interactive visualizations

and analytic algorithms to support exploratory knowledge discovery in large datasets.

Clark et al. [2018] presented machine in the loop creative writing system and the authors
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used the term to clarify that the goal of the system is to improve the ability of humans

with machine playing a supporting role. In contrast, human-in-the-loop machine learning

includes humans in the process for the sole purpose of training machine learning models

by asking humans to provide feedback or improve accuracy.

In certain use cases, it makes more sense to crowdsource the human input. Russakovsky

et al. [2015] framework for HITL large-scale object annotation that uses a Markov De-

cision Process to integrate multiple computer vision models and crowdsourced human

input. This framework also includes a trade-off model of desired precision, utility and

cost (human). The combination of HITL crowdsourcing with active learning strategy

can be seen in Active Crowd Translation system [Ambati, 2012], which aims to reduce

the labelling cost of language annotations.Active learning aims at reducing cost of label

acquisition by prioritizing the most informative data for annotation (sentence selection),

while crowdsourcing reduces cost by using the power of the crowds.

There are also attempts to just make AI more understandable. Opaqueness of the AI is

one of the reasons why crafting UX with AI is difficulty [Dove et al., 2017]. Explainable

Artificial Intelligence (XAI) is an emerging field in AI to come up with techniques that

makes AI are more explainable to human users [Gunning et al., 2019].

2.5 Subtitling and semi-automation in subtitling

2.5.1 Subtitling

A subtitle is text that describes human speech (monologue or dialogue) in a video. A

closed captioning, similar to a subtitle, includes both textual description of speech and

other audio components of the video. In this thesis, only subtitling is explored as it

can be automated using state-of-the-art speech to text models. Subtitles are used to

make videos available to viewers in foreign languages, those with hearing impairments

and viewers in environments where audio is not accessible (e.g. noisy environments and

environments where silence has to be maintained).

Subtitles can be clarified, shortened or rephrased from the original speech. However, in

this thesis only verbatim (exactly as spoken) subtitling is used as it is easier to measure

the quality of verbatim subtitles using word error rates (WER). Unlike transcripts, sub-

titles needs to be synchronized with the video and segmented into readable chunks. How

the subtitles should be created varies among different languages and regions. There are

many guidelines available for those new to subtitling and to make subtitling more con-
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Figure 2.1: A simple WebVTT file format

sistent. One example is of such guidelines is the BBC guideline16 for English language

online content. This guideline includes recommendations such as : verbatim subtitles

instead of edited ones, and length of subtitles should be no longer than two lines.

There are many tools created for only subtitling, and many NLEs support subtitling.

Most subtitling tools support subtitle encoding standards, such as TTML17, WebVTT

(Web Video Text Tracks)18, and SRT19. These subtitle-encoding standards specify how

the subtitles should be stored in files and how should they be delivered over the internet.

These standards ensure that subtitles can be created with a variety of subtitling tools,

and they area all compatible with multiple video players. What does a subtitle file look

like? A simple WebVTT file can be seen in the Figure 2.1. In the WebVTT standard,

each subtitle is separated by a new empty line. A basic subtitle unit consists of starting

and end time of subtitles separated by “– –>” and on the next line, the text content

of the subtitle. Additional features of WebVTT includes styling of captions, comments,

chapters, and metadata.

2.5.2 Speech-to-text

Automated speech recognition, also known as speech-to-text, is a machine conversion

of spoken language (audio waveforms) into text. Earlier speech-to-text models use Hid-

den Markov Model (HMM). One of the first speaker-independent continuous speech-

recognition systems was the SPHINX Huang et al. [1989].It uses a HMM approach and

has achieved 93% accuracy on a 997-words recognition task. Earlier methods were lim-

ited in the vocabulary that they can recognize (just 997 words for SPHINX). One of the

most popular open-source dictionary for training speech-to-text system is the CMU li-

brary, [CMU, 2014] which contains 134,000 words in North American English. Though

current state-of-the-art speech-to-text methods has much larger dictionaries, recognizing

16https://bbc.github.io/subtitle-guidelines/
17https://www.w3.org/TR/2018/REC-ttml1-20181108/
18https://w3c.github.io/webvtt/
19https://www.matroska.org/technical/subtitles.html#srt-subtitles
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words outside their dictionaries remains impossible.

Earlier speech recognition techniques requires separate training of three models for acous-

tic, pronunciation and language. But recently, end-to-end (sequence-to-sequence) train-

ing models became the norm. In end-to-end training, all three components are trained

together at the same time. One of the first in end-to-end speech-to-text used two re-

current neural networks [Graves, 2012]. Encoder-decoder architecture is one of the most

popular end-to-end methods. Using single neutral network with attention-based encoder-

decoder architecture, Chiu et al. [2017] achieved 5.6% WER on a dictation task consisting

of 15.7K utterances that have added synthetic noise. There are open source end-to-end

speech recognition toolkits which enable developers to use and customize speech-to-text

systems. One of the open-source toolkit is the ESPnet [Watanabe et al., 2018] allows

development of sequence-to-sequence speech recognition systems with optional language

model integration. Evaluation of the ESPnet achieves 7.3% WER on WSJ task (artifi-

cially mixed speech taken from the Wall Street Journal database) on the best configu-

ration.

2.5.3 Measuring performance of subtitling quantitatively

The common performance measure for speech-to-text and transcription systems is word

error rate (WER). The WER measure is the word-level edit-distance between two text

sequences (can be of different lengths), or the number of changes required to correct all

the mistakes. The formula for calculating the WER is given below:.

WER =
I + S + D

N

I is the number of insertions, S is the number of substitutions, D is the number of

deletions, and N is the total number of words in the reference text. Though WER is a

common measure, it has its own blindsides, stemming from the fact that it only counts

syntax level errors. However, in practice, some types of errors alters the meaning of a

sentence more than others. Let’s take a reference sentence, “I love eating cookies.”. Two

transcriptions “I like eating cookies” and “I loath eating cookies” will have the same

WER 75%. However, the former sentence is semantically much closer to the original

than the latter sentence.

Although alternative measures that address some weaknesses of the WER has been

proposed [Morris et al., 2004], the WER still remains a standard measure for speech-to-

text and automated subtitling. Therefore, in order for the results in our semi-automated
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subtitling [Soe et al., 2021] to be comparable with previous works, we used the WER

measure.

2.5.4 Automated subtitling and correction methods for speech-

to-text

Automated subtitling has been discussed in previous research works [Brousseau et al.,

2003; del Pozo et al., 2014; Obach et al., 2007] and in commercial software and services.

Automated subtitling uses speech-to-text to create transcripts and then create subtitles

from those transcripts. However, automated subtitling is far from generating subtitles

that are good enough. For example, YouTube recommends that their automated captions

to be checked by a human. To be exact, it is stated here that 20 “You should always

review automatic captions and edit any parts that haven’t been properly transcribed.”

Therefore, to create subtitles, the remaining problem with automated subtitling is how

to help people correct errors in automation in subtitling. We argue that soon the solution

will involve, semi-automated subtitling, in which a human is correcting machine mistakes.

Error correction methods and interfaces in speech-to-text has been explored in terms

of multi-modal interfaces [Suhm et al., 2001]. Highlighting low confidence words is one

of the methods that is explored to assist correcting errors. In one study [Vertanen

and Kristensson, 2008] , participants take advantage of the highlighted words, but the

effectiveness depends on highly accurate confidence scores. Another study [Suhm et al.,

2001] concluded that the effectiveness of highlighting is inconclusive. In our own work

[Soe et al., 2021], we did not evaluate confidence highlighting as an experiment condition.

We made the observation that most of the highlighted errors were fixed. We also asked

the participants if they think confidence highlighting helped them correct the error, and

this question received mixed responses.

2.6 Cropping and panning for video retargeting

2.6.1 Video platforms and aspect ratios

Aspect ratio of a video is the ratio of the width of a video to its height. International

standard format for wide screen television is 16:9 (read sixteen by nine). A common

format for 16:9 widescreen format is 1080p, which has 1920 pixels on its width and 1080

20https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/6373554?hl=en
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pixels on its height. The biggest video platform, YouTube, has 16:9 ratio as its standard

ratio for computer 21. However, the video landscape on the internet is characterized

by a variety of devices and platforms demanding different aspect ratios. For example,

videos on mobile devices are viewed in both landscape 16:9 and portrait 9:16 ratio. Some

video platforms may have their own requirements, such as 1:1 square video format for

Instagram. In our work on video panning [Soe and Slavkovik, 2022] we explore 16:9, 4:3,

1:1 and 9:16 aspect ratios which covers most of the aspect ratios in use today.

2.6.2 Video retargeting and cropping and panning

Video retargeting involves modifying videos for better viewing experiences for difference

screen sizes (in aspect ratios and resolutions) on different devices. When mobiles phones

had limited screen sizes with significantly lower resolutions, video retargeting approaches

are concerned with down-scaling, cropping and transforming the video in a way that

distorts the images [Kopf et al., 2011; Yo et al., 2013]. However, today the problem of

video retargeting has become only about aspect ratios since mobile phones has screen

resolutions that matches that of larger screen sizes.

Cropping is defined as removal of parts of an image that is outside a specific boundary

[Okun et al., 2015]. Cropping images is relatively easy. However, cropping out videos

is difficult, as video contains movements across the frames that the crop has to keep up

with. To crop in a video not only the movement but the transition between scenes has

to be considered. To retarget a video to narrower aspect ratios (e.g. convert a video

in 16:9 to 1:1) some areas have to be cropped out. Outside retargeting, cropping and

panning in a video is a common video editing task. How can we use semi-automation to

make cropping of videos easier is explored in our work [Soe and Slavkovik, 2022].

2.7 Viz Story

Viz Story 22 is a web-based NLE developed by Vizrt. Viz Story is a browser-based package

of tools for video editing and publishing. Viz Story package contains full set of features

to support the process of creating video stories and publish multiple versions of them to

different platforms. The current release version (as of 2021 September) of Viz Story has

features such as keyframe-based panning, multi-video editing, text on video and support

for subtitling. In fact, the Viz Story tool was used in the semi-automated subtitling

21https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/6375112?hl=en&ref_topic=9257782
22https://www.vizrt.com/products/viz-story
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Figure 2.2: The main user interface of Viz Story

paper [Soe et al., 2021] to build a subtitling workflow with automation embedded. The

primary user interface of Viz Story (version 1.7 which is used in this thesis) can be seen

in the Figure 2.2.

2.8 Summary

Throughout this chapter, a comprehensive overview of the relevant research areas which

serve as the literature context of the thesis are presented. First, the research area of

intelligent video editing tools was presented and contrasted with fully automated video

editing. Afterwards, semi-automation in video workflows and the pillars for this semi-

automation, namely, AI and HCI topics are summarized. It is followed by the research

works that tried to bridge the AI–HCI research areas. At the end of this section, two

topics, subtitling and video retargeting, that are the video tasks explored in the papers

in this thesis are discussed. A brief paragraph on, Viz Story, a web-based video editing

tool, used in the subtitling paper is also included to provide a complete background.

The first chapter introduced the thesis and provided the goals of this thesis. In this

chapter, the literature necessary to both situate and understand the thesis has been

presented. The following chapter will provide the research methods and answer the

question of how all the research in this thesis was conducted.
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Chapter 3

Research Methods

In this chapter, all the research methods employed in the thesis are described in details.

The description of each research method includes — the need for a research methodology,

why a particular method was selected, how a method was used, and what outcomes that

an application of a method produced. A summary of all the research methods used in

each paper and the purposes are given in the Table 3.1. This thesis has two works [Soe

and Slavkovik, 2022; Soe et al., 2021] in which two functioning prototypes were designed

and built in order to run a user study and a usability evaluation. A summary of work

involved in running these studies and constructing the prototypes are also presented in

this chapter.

3.1 Systematic literature review

The goal of this thesis is to explore how to use AI to support video editing workflows.

Building a research foundation for this thesis required a comprehensive overview of the

state of the art and history of using AI to create an easier to use video editing workflows.

So, the first step is to identify and synthesize the existing literature concerning the

question, “How has AI been used to support video editing workflows?”. The systematic

literature review method was used to answer this question. This method ensures that

the search, survey and synthesis of the literature is done in a reproducible and systematic

way.

The specific systematic literature review guidelines used were from Kitchenham and

Charters [2007], which describes the process of the systematic literature review for soft-

ware engineering 1. According to the guidelines, the three steps of the systematic liter-

1Software engineering is one of the few sub-disciplines in computer science that has published guide-
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Paper Research Methods Purposes

AI video editing tools. What
do editors want, and how far
is AI from delivering
them?[Soe and Slavkovik,
2021]

Systematic literature review To explore and synthe-
size the literature in AI-
supported video editing
tools.

Surveys To gather video profession-
als’ opinions on using AI in
video editing.

Thematic analysis To discover themes in the
textual data from surveys’
open-ended questions.

Evaluating AI Assisted
Subtitling[Soe et al., 2021]

User study To perform a user experi-
ment comparing AI-assisted
against baseline subtitling.

Quantitative analysis To measure the quality of
subtitles with Word Error
Rates and efficiency with
Words Per Minute (WPM).

Surveys To gather feedback during
the user experiment.

Thematic analysis To discover themes regarding
usability issues from open-
ended questions from the
survey for the AI-assisted
subtitling prototype.

A content-aware tool for
converting videos to narrower
aspect ratios [Soe and
Slavkovik, 2022]

Usability evaluation To study the feasibility of
using semi-automated crop-
ping and panning with cin-
ematic idioms. To under-
stand the semi-automated
cropping and panning better.

Surveys To gather feedback on the
novel interface for cropping
and panning.

Thematic analysis To discover the themes in
the usability issue from open-
ended questions and think-
aloud feedback.

Table 3.1: Summary of Research Methods

ature review are planning the review, conducting the review, and reporting the result.

In planning of the review, important tasks are defining the search terms, literature

databases to search, and setting the inclusion criteria. In our work [Soe and Slavkovik,

2021], the search terms used were (intelligent OR smart OR automated OR AI) AND

(video editor OR video editing) and we searched on the computer science literature

lines for systematic literature review.
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databases which are DBLP, ACM digital library, and Google Scholar2. The inclusion

criteria we used in our work was the paper must describe a usage of AI/Automation to

make video editing tools for the user, and the paper must also include description of the

user interface. The search terms, the database, and the inclusion criteria were defined

before conducting the search and review.

We then performed the search and collected the titles, abstracts, and the full-texts of pa-

pers. Afterwards, the inclusion criteria was used to filter out the collected papers. The

remaining papers that met the inclusion criteria were read in details and categorized ac-

cording to video editing tasks, mode of interaction with automation, and AI technology

used. The result of this systematic literature review on AI-supported video editing tools

is reported in our first paper [Soe and Slavkovik, 2021]. The plan of the systematic liter-

ature review and the data generated during the review is archived and will be published

upon publishing of the paper.

3.2 Surveys and their usage

“Surveys are well-defined and well-written sets of questions to which an individual is

asked to respond to” [Lazar et al., 2017]. Surveys are frequently used to describe pop-

ulations, explain behavior and explore uncharted waters [Babbie, 1990]. In this thesis,

we are particularly concerned with valid usages of surveys in HCI. On the appropriate

usage of the surveys in HCI, Müller et al. [2014] stated that they can be useful for col-

lecting “attitudes and perception towards an application in the context of usage” as well

as for gathering “user experience feedback”. In this thesis, we used surveys precisely for

these two of the purposes.

In the first paper [Soe and Slavkovik, 2021], we used a survey to learn opinions and

intents regarding using AI to support video editing from the subset of people who work

in the video and broadcasting industry. The questions in this survey were created under

three categories, namely, the participants’ previous experiences on video editing and AI,

what an ideal AI editor is in their opinion, and what do they want to automate in their

video editing work. The survey was distributed anonymously via email using the survey

tool called SurveyXact3. SurveyXact is a survey tool recommended by the University

of Bergen, and their data management practices has been vetted by the university.

Therefore, this tool was used in all the surveys to safeguard the participants’ data. The

usage of surveys in conjunction with our user study and our usability evaluation are

2Google Scholar was used as a backup to ensure that no work was missed
3https://www.surveyxact.no/
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discussed in the following subsection.

3.2.1 Usage of surveys in the user experiment and the usability

evaluation

Surveys should not be used as the sole method for observation and measure in a user

study or usability evaluation. In this thesis, they were used together with other methods

such as screen captures, accuracy measures, efficiency measures, and think-aloud method.

Two surveys were used to collect background information and user experience feedback in

the user study for the AI-assisted subtitling prototype [Soe et al., 2021]. The background

information survey was used to collect only the participants’ non-identifiable information

relevant to the study and their previous experience with subtitling and video editing.

It also includes the typing speed in English measured right before the user experiment.

The survey contained the form for informed consent regarding the participation in the

user experiment.

The informed consent forms in the surveys were created using the recommendation and

consultation from the Norwegian Center for Research Data (NSD4) which UIB is a mem-

ber of. The informed consent forms in each of our surveys included a clear explanation

on what information will be recorded, what will be published, and an instruction on

how to retract participation from the experiment and request the data to be deleted at

any time. We performed the surveys and data collection within the strict guidelines on

piracy and data management from the NSD. For example, the data management plan

for the work on AI Assisted subtitling [Soe et al., 2021] was submitted to the NSD, went

through the approval process for privacy and data management practices by the NSD.

We used two types of survey questions in both of our user evaluations. First, we used

5-points Likert Scale questions to get ratings of the different aspects of our tools. Second,

opened-ended questions were used so that the users can elaborate further on the user

experiences. In the user study of AI-assisted subtitling [Soe et al., 2021], we used Likert

Scale questions about the perceived difficulty of baseline subtitling, perceived difficult

of assisted-subtitling and the quality of subtitle segmentation. The same survey also

included open-ended questions covering what the participants like and dislike about the

assisted-subtitling.

The usage of surveys in our usability evaluation [Soe and Slavkovik, 2022] of semi-

automated cropping and panning is very similar to what we used in the user study of

4https://www.nsd.no/en
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AI-assisted subtitling. Surveys were used in the usability evaluation to gather informed

consent, background information, and user experience feedback. We used a survey form

to collect informed consent and to ask the participants about what video aspect ratios

that they had worked with. A different survey form was used post-experiment to collect

feedback on user experience. The post-experiment survey included Likert scale questions

about the usability of the tool. They are — results of the tool for 4:3, 1:1 and 9:16 ratios,

usefulness of the tool for exploring different cropping and panning possibilities, how easy

it is to understand the cinematic idioms, and if they would publish the results of the

tool. In the same survey, open-ended questions were used to ask feedback on what did

they like and dislike about the tool and suggestions on new cinematic idioms they would

like to have in our tool.

3.3 User study

The most impactful research method used in Soe et al. [2021] is experimental research.

It is a method in which controlled experiments are conducted to acquire knowledge. In

HCI, the word user study [MacKenzie, 2013] is used to imply these controlled experiments

where different configurations of a user interface are tested and compared. A user study is

usually planned and conducted with the purpose to answer a set of hypotheses. It is then

performed with participants to answer the hypotheses. Measurements and observations

recorded from the user study are analyzed to either confirm or reject the hypotheses.

In our work on AI-assisted subtitling [Soe et al., 2021], for example, we started with

the hypothesis that “semi-automated subtitling can help novice users perform subti-

tling faster”. To evaluate this hypothesis, we planned and performed the user study,

where the speed of the subtitling of each participant’s is measured in words per minute

(WPM).We measured the differences in the WPM between two configurations of the sub-

titling interface, namely, baseline and AI-assisted subtitling. The presence of AI-assisted

subtitling is the independent variable for this user experiment, and the dependent vari-

able is the speed measured in WPM. The participants performed the subtitling tasks

using both configurations, and the order of the two configurations was alternated among

the participants to mitigate learning effects. In our user study with 24 participants, the

measured WPM is much higher for AI-assisted subtitling, and ANOVA analysis of the

WPM confirmed the hypothesis.

In this user study of AI-Assisted subtitling, the post-experiment survey was used together

with the measurements and screen recordings in the user experiment. The measurements

in speed and accuracy of subtitles provided a quantitative analysis of the differences
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between two user interface configurations. The survey with Likert Scale and open-ended

questions added the knowledge about user feedback and their perceived experience with

both configurations of the tool. These qualitative feedbacks from the survey helped

in discovering the user experience issues and ways to improve the user experience in

AI-Assisted subtitling.

3.4 Usability evaluation

In our work on semi-automated cropping and panning [Soe and Slavkovik, 2022], the

main research method used in conducting the evaluation was usability evaluation. Us-

ability evaluation involves “accessing a single user interface for feasibility, strengths and

weaknesses” [MacKenzie, 2013]. In a usability evaluation, only a single user interface

is studied, and the participants provide feedback on their experience of using the user

interface. In contrast to a user study, a usability evaluation does not evaluate any hy-

potheses and only a single user interface is involved. In our paper [Soe and Slavkovik,

2022], the usability evaluation is used to explore feasibility of the new semi-automated

method to crop and pan with cinematic idioms. In addition, usability evaluation pro-

vided valuable observations on what parts of the novel approach worked, what aspects

should be improved, and what should be explored further. In this usability evaluation,

surveys were used together with screen recordings and think-aloud observation method

to explore the participants’ experiences and collect their feedback.

3.5 Thematic analysis

Thematic analysis was used for qualitative analysis of textual and verbal responses in

all our work. According to Braun and Clarke [2012], a thematic analysis is “a method

for identifying, analyzing, and interpreting patterns of meanings or themes in qualitative

data”. The usage of thematic analysis for qualitative research relating to HCI practices

is discussed in detail in McDonald et al. [2019]. For example, we used thematic analysis

in our paper [Soe and Slavkovik, 2021] to identify different categories of automation

needs from the open-ended questions. One of these questions asked the participants

on “what would they want an AI editor to help them in video editing?”. In another

paper [Soe et al., 2021], there were open-ended questions on what the participants like

and dislike about semi-automated subtitling and thematic analysis was used to identify

different issues with semi-automated subtitling from the responses. It is used in the

similar manner in the work for cropping and panning [Soe and Slavkovik, 2022], in
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which responses to open-ended questions and data from think-aloud transcriptions were

analyzed to identify patterns in the issues with the new interface proposed in the paper.

3.6 On designing, building and evaluating AI-assisted

prototypes

When planning to perform a user study or a usability evaluation, a functional or inter-

active prototype has to be designed and built. Designing and building prototypes can be

more challenging when AI is involved in building these prototypes. In fact, the difficul-

ties in designing prototypes with AI for the UX designers is mentioned as a challenge for

exploring AI-powered tools in Dove et al. [2017]. Some reasons for prototypes with AI be-

ing challenging to design are the dynamic, data-dependent, and unpredictable nature of

AI as well as the UX designers lacking knowledge about AI abilities and limitations[Dove

et al., 2017]. However, the author of the thesis has experience and education on AI and

thus able to perform the task of making these prototypes without major issues.

Two fully functional AI-assisted prototypes were designed and built in this thesis for AI-

Assisted subtitling and semi-automated cropping and panning [Soe and Slavkovik, 2022;

Soe et al., 2021]. There were interesting research and design issues that were discovered

while building these two prototypes. The goal of the prototypes, the challenges involved

in building the prototypes, design choices, implementation, and lessons learned from the

experience of implementing them will be discussed in this section.

AI-assisted subtitling tool [Soe et al., 2021] — this tool was built as a part of the user

study to investigate the impact of introducing ML-based speech-to-text into a subtitling

workflow. As mentioned before, two different versions of the user interface are evaluated,

specifically, the baseline subtitling and AI-assisted subtitling. The existing subtitling UI

on Viz Story was used as the baseline interface and this subtitling UI has elements

found in many other subtitling tools, which are, subtitle controls, subtitling text entry

box, the timeline, and video preview [Soe et al., 2021]. When designing this prototype,

we considered some characteristics of ML-based speech-to-text such as the confidence

values of detected words, timing of detected words and performance of the ML-based

speech-to-text in words error rates (WERs). Using the previous literature on assisting

correction of speech-to-text systems [Suhm et al., 2001; Vertanen and Kristensson, 2008],

we added highlighting of low confidence words. In addition, sentence detection and

heuristics derived from subtitling guidelines were used to segment the text transcript

into subtitles.
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As a baseline subtitling interface was required, the subtitling prototype was built by

modifying the subtitling UI of Viz Story. Because it was a modification of an existing

tool, the system server programming language and UI language choices were already

made. The Viz Story is built using a client-server architecture, with the client running

on a web browser. The server-side of the tool was built using C# language compiled

into Windows executable servers and the client slide was built using Java-based web

framework called Google Web Toolkit (GWT). The GWT automatically translates the

Java code into web languages, specifically, HTML, JavaScript, and CSS. Regarding the

selection of the speech-to-text model, a quick comparison was done and Google Cloud

Speech-to-text [Cloud, 2022] was used. Google Cloud Speech-to-text is a web service that

converts uploaded audio files into transcribed text using AI. Conversion of generated text

transcript to subtitles is done using a sentence detection model and by implementing

heuristics derived from the subtitling guidelines. Both the server and the client of the

Viz Story tool were modified to be able to accommodate two configurations of the user

interface for baseline and AI-assisted subtitling.

Two measures used in this user study of this prototype are words per minute (WPM) —

how fast the participants can make subtitles measured in average number of words per

minute, and words error rate (WER) — how accurate are the subtitles produced. WPM

is measured using the output subtitles, application logs and screen recordings of the

sessions. WER is measured using a Python package called jiwer5. The measured values

are analyzed with one-way ANOVA to confirm the impact of AI-Assisted subtitling on

the speed and accuracy of the subtitles produced by the participants. In addition, the

data is visualized into graphs using matplotlib6 to make additional observations on the

possibility of higher machine transcription error in one video leading to a higher error

rates. The data analysis for this evaluation is performed using pandas7, a python data

analysis toolkit. The subtitles created with and without AI assistance is collected from

the study and has been publicly released as a part of the publication.

AI-assisted video retargeting tool [Soe and Slavkovik, 2022] — this tool explored a new

interface for using AI to support easier panning and cropping tasks in videos. There

were two main ideas from existing research integrated in this new interface. The first

one was using cinematic idioms to control the cropping and panning. The usage of cine-

matic idioms in video editing is built upon cinematic idioms for rough edits [Leake et al.,

2017] and for controlling video transitions [Wang and Moulden, 2021]. The second idea

is computational video aesthetics [Niu and Liu, 2012], which concerns with computation-

ally measuring and evaluating the quality of videos edits. In this prototype, the data

5https://pypi.org/project/jiwer/
6https://matplotlib.org
7https://pandas.pydata.org/
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created by computer vision models are translated into what would make a good edit us-

ing heuristics from computational video aesthetics. Examples of heuristics are, what is

a good shot length, and what is a good camera movement.

The prototype uses a cinematic idiom-based8 interface for cropping and panning in

videos. Each idiom is implemented by performing calculations from the AI-generated

data, and it is descried using equations in the paper [Soe and Slavkovik, 2022]. The

prototype was built from scratch using Python for the server and web languages for the

client. The user interface of the prototype runs on a web browser. Python was selected

because of the availability of both AI libraries and web services libraries in this lan-

guage. The Python packages used are Flask9 for the web server, NumPy10 and SciPy11

for the numbers and data processing, and TensorFlow12 for machine learning. This pro-

totype also includes a video labelling pipeline using AI for both structural information

and the content analysis of videos. Labelling videos with structural information was

accomplished using AI to detect shots and scenes and the type of shots. The content

analysis was performed using various AI models for face detection, detecting interesting

areas, and text detection. The source code of both the prototype and the documentation

has been released with the publication.

When using AI to create prototypes, AI can be used from different forms, such as trained

AI models, AI as a service, and training a new AI model using a dataset. Trained

models are ML-based AI models that have already been trained with datasets and are

ready to be used via a programming language interface. For example, a trained model

of face detection, OpenFace[Baltrusaitis et al., 2018], can take images and generate the

location of the faces in those images. The advantage of using a trained AI model is

they are available to use without requiring the time, resources and expertise to train a

model. However, a trained model still must be deployed with the correct computation

environment for it to work. AI as a service is a web service such as Google Cloud speech-

to-text13 where the input voice is uploaded to a web service and a transcription of the

voice is returned from the service. The benefit of using AI as a service is that it is the

easiest and fastest way to use AI, but it comes at the cost of paying for such services and

not having any control over the way these AI services work. Both the aforementioned

methods are time- and cost-effective way to use AI. Training AI using a dataset is another

way of using AI. However, it does require expertise, time, and significant computation

8Cinematic idioms in this work are video editing jargon that describe how the cropping and panning
should be performed.

9https://flask.palletsprojects.com/
10https://numpy.org/
11https://scipy.org/
12https://www.tensorflow.org/
13https://cloud.google.com/speech-to-text/
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resources to train an AI model. The dataset for training has to be developed if there is

no existing dataset that satisfy the need. However, a very significant cost and effort are

required to create a new dataset, and developing a new dataset alone usually constitute

enough effort to be published as an academic contribution.

3.7 Summary

This thesis was not driven by a design-led approach. However, designing interactions for

AI-embedded video editing tools is one of the problems that we have addressed in this

thesis [Soe and Slavkovik, 2022; Soe et al., 2021]. Zimmerman et al. [2007] introduced

research through design as a method for design researchers to make design research

contributions towards HCI research and practices. In this thesis, we explored human–

AI interaction through the lens of usability and user experience. Although the work

in this thesis involved designing human–AI interfaces, the AI-embedded prototypes we

have constructed in this thesis are more of system prototypes than design artifacts.

Addressing the human–AI interaction challenges with design-led inquiry as in research

through design [Zimmerman et al., 2007] could also be another promising approach.

For instance, Lindley et al. [2020] uses research through design process to explore the

problem of explaining AI roles and capabilities in a system to the users.

The purpose of this chapter is to present the research methods used in this thesis and

to provide discussions on how the research work was executed in this thesis. First,

the research methods employed in three papers of this thesis were listed together with

purposes for their usage. Afterwards, the definitions and typical applications for each

research method were summarized from the literature. In each of the papers, a set of

research methods was used together in combination to create new knowledge. Therefore,

how some research methods complimented each other was also discussed. Two of the

papers involved building and designing fully functional prototypes. These prototypes

were built for two different evaluation methods, which also influenced how they were

designed. The differences in these two prototypes, the critical design choices, and how

each prototype was engineered were also presented. To conclude this chapter, the key

takeaways from building prototypes with AI/ML and how to use automation capabilities

offered by AI/ML were presented.

The first three chapters, including this chapter, has provided all necessary introduction,

literature context and research process for this thesis. These three chapters also provided

the overarching theme of this thesis and how the papers of this thesis contributes to the

intention of exploring using AI to assist video editing. Since, the framing for the thesis
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has been provided, the next three chapters will be the papers of this thesis followed by

the final chapter.
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Chapter 4

Paper I: AI video editing tools
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Paper II: Evaluating AI Assisted

Subtitling



Chapter 6

Paper III: A content-aware tool for
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Chapter 7

Discussion and Conclusion

The overarching question of this thesis is how can AI be used to support human editors in

video editing. In this thesis, semi-automated tools for video editing known as intelligent

video editing tools are explored. The research area of intelligent video editing tools

is identified and summarized in this thesis. In addition, we have surveyed the need

for AI support in video editing, and proposed a task-based approach to studying semi-

automation in video editing. We have also published evaluations of AI-assisted subtitling

and video retargeting in this thesis. As this chapter concludes the thesis, the work done

in the entire thesis will be summarized, and the key takeaways will be presented.

A summary of the thesis is introduced by listing the contributions of this thesis and

connecting contributions with the five research questions. In addition, the answers from

this thesis towards the challenges of semi-automated video editing in the Chapter 1 is

revisited. Afterwards, the impact of this thesis on semi-automation in video editing

and human–AI interactions in general is presented. Lessons learned, and the procedures

used in this thesis, are also discussed with suggestion on how they could have been done

better. This chapter ends with discussions on the limitations, the future work, and what

this thesis has done to shape the future work.

The work in the thesis is done with the intention to answer the five research questions

introduced at the beginning of the thesis.

• RQ1 : What is the state of the art in AI-assisted video editing tools?

• RQ2 : What are the opinions and expectations of video professionals regarding AI

in video editing tools?

• RQ3 : What is the impact of introducing AI assistance on the efficiency and quality

of subtitles?
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• RQ4 : What are the changes in the user experience when AI assistance is added to

the subtitling task?

• RQ5 : How can we use AI to create a new way of performing cropping and panning

in video editing?

Three papers were written to answer these research questions. The contributions made

from the attempt at answering the research questions are discussed in the next section.

7.1 Contributions

The contributions of the thesis and related research questions for each of the contribu-

tions are discussed in this section. Some contributions are directly answering the research

questions, while others are the lessons learned from our efforts to answer the research

questions.

We have identified the research area of intelligent video editing tools and synthesized of

existing work in the field using a systematic literature review [Soe and Slavkovik, 2021]

(RQ1 ). This paper enabled comparisons of existing work and classified them based on

video editing tasks that were automated in the tools, and AI techniques used in the tools

to automate these tasks. In addition, the evaluation methods used in existing works and

results of these evaluations are summarized in Table 2.2.

In the same paper [Soe and Slavkovik, 2021], we presented the result of our survey

of opinions, preferences and expectations on AI from the video professionals (RQ2 ).

The analysis of the survey data and the review of the literature were used to identify

unexplored AI applications areas in video editing. The common applications across

both research and survey data included tasks such as composing video segments, and

synchronization of audio and video. Unexplored applications we have identified are

aesthetic improvements, video pre-editing tasks (such as filtering out bad takes and

organizing video files), and providing recommendations for video editing with AI. The

state-of-the-art AI that can be used to support the identified area were also suggested.

We have published the first empirical experiment [Soe et al., 2021] on AI assisted sub-

titling, which involved both quantitative and qualitative measures (RQ3, RQ4 ). The

results indicated that AI assistance in subtitling helped novice users create subtitles

significantly quicker and a little more accurate than both baseline and AI-generated

subtitles (RQ3 ). It meant that AI-generated subtitles were improved by the human

users using our user study. In addition, several usability issues and areas to improve in
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designing AI-assisted subtitling user interfaces were identified as a result of our study

(RQ4 ). The user study also produced the dataset on AI-assisted subtitling evaluation,

containing the subtitles that the participants generated from the scratch and with AI

assistance. This dataset can be used, for example, for exploring differences in the nature

of errors made with and without AI assistance.

In the same subtitling paper [Soe et al., 2021], the design and implementation artifacts

for semi-automation of AI assisted subtitling is described in details. Some design and

implementation artifacts are — the prototype built on top of a production grade video

editing tool, design of AI-assisted subtitling interface, selection of speech-to-text models,

implementation of subtitling guidelines, and highlighting of low confidence words. Some

important insights from the study are, the need to control the delivery of machine-

generated subtitles not to make the users feel overwhelmed and most of the highlighted

errors ended up being corrected. In addition, the details on how the prototype was

implemented such as programming languages used, and the needs for speech-to-text

models to learn from user corrections is described.

We have also performed and published another empirical experiment which is about

using multiple AI models to support cropping and panning task [Soe and Slavkovik,

2022]. The experiment used qualitative measures to explore idiom-based interface for

cropping and panning (RQ5 ). The results from this paper suggested that it is feasible

to use an idiom-based interface in cropping and panning. In the same work, design and

implementation of the idiom-based interface is also laid out. The design choices made for

the idiom-based interface and implementation of it using AI methods were fully described

in the paper[Soe and Slavkovik, 2022]. In this work, we proposed six cinematic idioms

to control what areas to focus on in a video and how should the camera move. Three

machine learning models for computer vision and a shot and scene detection method were

used to enable all these interactions. In addition, we explored how ordering of idioms

that can be used to represent priorities in which part of the image should be focused1.

The source code, the output of the tool and cropping and panning done manually by a

professional video editor has been published together with the paper.

We have also performed two thematic analyses using the data from each of the empir-

ical experiments. These two thematic analyses highlighted the important user experi-

ence issues in semi-automated subtitling and video retargeting workflows, respectively

(RQ4,RQ5 ). Here are some of the issues we have identified using thematic analysis on

assisted subtitling[Soe and Slavkovik, 2021] — the participants like that it is easier, it

is quicker, and generated subtitles are relatively good. However, we also found that au-

1For example, the users can put speaker-visible idiom as the first in the list followed by make-text-
visible to ensure faces are shown over the text if both are present in a shot
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tomation can make people unfocused, rearranging subtitles is harder, mistakes could go

unnoticed, and it is more costly to notice and fix error.

As for our idiom-based cropping and panning work [Soe and Slavkovik, 2022], we found

out that the participants enjoy using the tool for — the simple interface, quick response

time, providing an overview of retargeting, and being easier than doing so with video

editing tools. On the other hand, understanding the idioms used, understanding ordering

and combinations of idioms can be a challenge for the users. Additional problems are

not being able to overwrite automation, visualization of crop area, application of idioms

to scenes and crop quality issues. We also suggested solutions for some issues, such as

using icons and color codes to explain the meanings of idioms in the paper.

Across the two thematic analyses, there were some common user experience issues with

semi-automation. The users will be satisfied with the results of the automation assistance

when it worked as they expected. However, when it does not work as expected it is

considered a mistake and that mistake has to be noticed and then corrected by the

users. But correction can be costly in semi-automation. For instance, if subtitles were

to be segmented differently than what the machine has generated, it is harder than

segmenting them from scratch2. In our video retargeting prototype, all the users pointed

out that they would like to overwrite some part of the automation.

Across all three papers, we proposed a task-based to approach semi-automation of video

editing. Our review of intelligent video editing tools [Soe and Slavkovik, 2021] indicated

that most tools are created for a single type of video 3. What is meant by task-based

approach is that automation is applied to individual tasks in video editing and thus the

results are not for specific video types but can be applied to a wide range of videos. We

have also identified the tasks involved in previous works of intelligent video editing tools

in Table 2.1.

7.2 On dealing with AI errors

When using semi-automation in a flexible, creative and end-user-led workflows, such

as video editing, the user experience should be a priority. Among the possible user

experience challenges, there is one type of user experience challenge that is inevitable

when machine learning(ML)-powered AI is used. As the result of the probabilistic nature

and uncertainties with machine learning [Dove et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2020], users will

2If a subtitle in the middle of two other subtitles has to be adjusted usually either one of the adjacent
subtitles has to be adjusted as well.

3For instance, the video editing tool by Berthouzoz et al. [2012] is created just for interview videos
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have to deal with AI errors4. What is meant by the probabilistic nature is that, there

will be errors in ML outputs. For example, a highly accurate ML model in speech-to-text

with 9% WER (word error rate) will contain 9 errors for every 100 words on average.

As a starter, the users should be provided with an interface to correct the errors. These

interfaces require clever user interface designs that reduce the cost of correcting AI

mistakes. When designing error correcting interfaces, one should consider the user ex-

perience, the task, and properties of the ML employed.

Another thing to consider when dealing with AI mistakes is users might put too much

reliance on automation provided by AI and might fail to do proper reviews. Some

participants in our assisted subtitling study [Soe et al., 2021] suggested that AI can

make them non-attentive, and thus increasing the chances of failures to notice errors.

The challenge is then in looking for clever user interface designs that can reduce both

the cost of finding and also correcting errors. The goal is to create an overall good

user experience despite the imperfections of AI. For instance, to aid in error detections,

highlighting low confidence words5 was used in our subtitling prototype [Soe et al.,

2021]. I have also considered using alternative predictions of words6 as a way to assist

in correcting errors, but did not due to prioritization of the work in the paper.

So far, dealing with errors in AI predictions has not been considered in the publications

on intelligent video editing tools. We can see that from the summary of evaluation

results of intelligent video editing tools in Table 2.2. In that table, most of the results

are validations of the tool and did not consider how the AI errors are handled. It is

well established that designing human–AI interaction is difficult [Dove et al., 2017; Yang

et al., 2020]. Reporting negative experiences, what designs worked, and what did not, is

essential for progress in designing for human–AI interactions. For instance, a common

negative experience reported in our assisted subtitling work[Soe et al., 2021] is that users

felt overwhelmed by the amount and pace of the automated subtitles available to them at

the beginning of the task. This meant that we should look at different design solutions,

such as delivering automated subtitles one line by one line, instead of providing the

entire subtitle at the beginning. Another negative experience we have encountered in

semi-automated retargeting work[Soe and Slavkovik, 2022] is that the users would like

to “overwrite” automation. Overwriting automation in video retargeting is not explored

in our work, but that did not stop the users from providing comments that they would

like to overwrite it. It could be stated that the ability to overwrite AI is essential for

AI-assisted video editing tools, especially for the situations when AI failed to meet the

4The term error is loosely defined as the outputs that the user did not expect
5Words that the speech-to-text model is uncertain about its predictions
6ML speech-to-text usually have alternative predictions that are of lower probability than the final

word predicted by the model.
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users’ expectation.

7.3 Human–AI interaction challenges in video edit-

ing

What are the human–AI interaction challenges in video editing that we have discovered

during this thesis? Some challenges for human–AI interaction from the literature can

also be applied to the domain of video editing. For example, Yang et al. [2020] reviewed

human–AI interaction challenges discussed in the literature and provided a framework

summarizing these challenges. The challenges from Yang et al. [2020] that are applicable

to video editing and related reflections from what we have learned thought the thesis are

discussed in this section.

The first challenge is “technical feasibility of a design idea is highly dependent on the

data” [Yang et al., 2020, p. 2]. This applies to semi-automated video editing, in partic-

ular, very few datasets for video editing are available. In more popular research areas,

such as in computer vision, a much larger number of higher quality datasets are avail-

able. For example, if there is a need to train a machine learning model for segmenting

videos, creating video transitions, or composing videos segments, the only option is to

create your own dataset. However, the cost of developing large datasets is both time

and cost prohibitive for most projects. The limited availability of data in video editing

constraints what can be semi-automated with machine learning.

Another challenge is - it can be “difficult to see the potential effects of AI” [Yang et al.,

2020, p. 2] when AI is integrated into a workflow or tool. It can be a problem for video

editing, which is a creative and open-ended task with unlimited scope. It is difficult to

see all potential effects of using AI in video editing, and consider all cases in which AI

might end up hindering the user. Moreover, there is an issue of monitoring the effects of

using AI in video workflows towards the way in which videos are produced, distributed

and viewed. A mitigation strategy against this challenge suggested during our survey[Soe

and Slavkovik, 2021] is turning off automation feature, where the users can easily switch

off automation or undo the work of automation. To enable turning off the automation

feature, the tool has to be designed to work with and without AI.

A related challenge is that it can be “difficult to explain AI behaviors to users” [Yang

et al., 2020, p. 2]. Some AI behaviors such as, correct tracking of objects in videos can

be explained with relative ease. However, some behaviors such as AI segmenting videos
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or selecting appropriate transition points can be harder to explain7. This challenge also

goes hands in hand with the explainable AI research area [Gunning et al., 2019].

It is “difficult to design shared control between AI and the users” [Yang et al., 2020,

p. 2]. This challenge of designing shared controls was discussed in details in Chapter 2.

Designing which tasks should be automated and what user inputs should be necessary

is a difficult and very critical challenge. In this thesis, we have explored shared control

challenge for subtitling and cropping and panning tasks. The last challenge is: It is

“difficult to anticipate/mitigate unpredictable AI behavior” [Yang et al., 2020, p. 2]

which has been discussed in details in the previous section under the assumption that

users perceive unpredictable AI behaviors as errors.

7.4 Evaluating semi-automated video editing tools

To be able to synthesize the results of the previous studies is essential for advancing a

research area, and that of intelligent video editing tools is no exception. In this thesis,

we have suggested a task-based approach [Soe and Slavkovik, 2021] to compare the work

on intelligent video editing tools and summarized evaluation methods used in Table 2.2.

When evaluating the intelligent video editing tools, there are two aspects to consider,

evaluation of the process of using the tool and that of the outcome of the process. The

evaluation of the process usually involves exploring the user experience, measuring the

time it takes to complete the task, and observing how does the users use the tool to

perform the task. The evaluation of the outcome accesses how good the output of the

tool is. For example, the output of an editing tool can be a fully edited video, a raw cut

of videos, or just subtitles.

What lessons have we learned in terms of evaluating intelligent video editing tools in

this thesis? In our semi-automated subtitling work [Soe et al., 2021], we evaluated both

the process of assisted subtitling and the output subtitles. In addition, we evaluated

assisted subtitling as experimental treatment and used within-subjects study design. As

a result, each user uses both baseline and semi-automated subtitling. Doing so allowed

the users to experience the impact of added automation against the baseline, and thus

able to provide their experiences associated with both the positives and negatives of

automation.

Using automation as an experimental condition was possible because we built the semi-

automated feature on top of the existing subtitling user interface in Viz Story. With the

7e.g. Why a segmentation is done at a particular frame not the next one?
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baseline as a reference, we were able to conclude that semi-automated subtitling lead to

significantly faster subtitling performance, and slightly more accurate subtitles measured

in Word Error Rates(WER). In addition, measurement of quality of subtitles with WER

meant that the comparison of our results with previous studies on both semi-automated

and automated subtitling is possible.

Comparing automation assistance with a baseline in an evaluation, however, is not always

feasible. One main barrier for planning evaluations with automation as experimental

treatment is that the prototype tool must have user interfaces and features for both

automation and baseline usage for the users. That will most likely double the amount

of work required to construct the prototype. This is a very significant engineering effort,

and it is usually not feasible for most research prototypes.

Implementing semi-automated designs on top of existing off-the-shelf tools is a possibility,

like in our subtitling prototype. However, doing so requires access to source code of

these tools and modifying them. Modifying existing code involves having a certain

level of software engineering experience and requires building an understanding of how

the existing tool was built. From my experience in this thesis, given the same set of

features, the amount of effort involved in modifying an existing tool was much more

than building a prototype from scratch. The amount of work we have committed to

understanding and modifying Viz Story[Soe et al., 2021] was way more than building

the second prototype[Soe and Slavkovik, 2022] from scratch.

We used the user study method to evaluate our semi-automated cropping and panning

work [Soe and Slavkovik, 2022] without comparing with a baseline panning and cropping.

One reason for this is the prohibitive cost of implementing both baseline and semi-

automated interfaces, which has been discussed in the previous paragraph. Another

reason is that comparing automation assistance with baseline does not make sense when

the new workflow proposed is very different from baseline. For example, we used a set

of idioms to control cropping and panning in our work, in contrast to baseline cropping

and panning which uses marked crop areas and keyframes. In addition, the baseline

task can be too difficult for the novice users and the purpose of the semi-automation is

to make the workflow much easier. Since, the baseline cropping and panning workflow

is very difficult for untrained users, comparing with a baseline was not possible within

a reasonable time. The intention of this user study is to explore a novel design of

doing a task with AI assistance, and the evaluation is used to answer feasibility and

user experience issues. Comparison with a baseline is not a necessary condition for an

evaluation to provide knowledge towards enabling semi-automation.
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7.5 How have we used AI to support video editing

I have two main intentions in using AI to support video editing that is shared across

three works in this thesis. The first is using AI to make tasks easier and more accessible.

The second is to automate away the boring and repetitive tasks. These two purposes will

be explored further in the context of both the thesis and in the literature.

Exploring how to use AI to make tasks easier and more accessible in video editing is

one of the main intention of this thesis. The ultimate goal is to make video editing as

easy and accessible as editing text for the novice users. However, this goal is far from

being feasible in the near future. Even semi-automating a simpler and smaller task

of subtitling had challenges that were not known before this thesis. In our evaluation

[Soe et al., 2021], the participants responded that the semi-automated subtitling is a

bit harder than baseline subtitling. Even though the assisted subtitling enabled them

to complete the tasks much faster, we failed to make semi-automated subtitling feel

easier for novice users. Using the survey responses and open-ended questions in our

evaluation, we have suggested design changes to make semi-automated subtitling easier.

These changes include: delivering the subtitles line by line on demand, automatically

synchronize the edited or entered subtitles, and highlighting the subtitles words being

spoken.

The semi-automated cropping and panning tool proposed an idiom-based user interface

[Soe and Slavkovik, 2022] that is simpler and easier. The participants’ feedback from

the evaluation was that the tool indeed was quite fast and easy to use, and thus we

achieved the goal of making the task easier in our second attempt. Many other tools

in the literature were also made with the same purpose of making video editing easier

for the novice users. For example, Casares et al. [2002] proposed smart interactions and

lenses to make video editing more accessible to novices. Other works that also proposed

easier video editing methods are Chi et al. [2013]; Leake et al. [2017]; Truong et al. [2016].

In all of these tools, the need to perform frame by frame editing is replaced with simpler

interactions.

The second purpose is to automate away the boring and repetitive tasks. The survey

in our first paper Soe and Slavkovik [2021] identified the tasks that video professionals

would like to be automated. Some of those tasks are subtitling, logging of videos8, or-

ganization of video editing projects, video aesthetic improvements, color grading, and

content suggestions. This provided us with an overview of the tasks that video profes-

sionals might like to automate away. However, with current AI technology, completely

8logging using the metadata and AI content analysis of the video
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automating the task is not always feasible.

Our semi-automated subtitling tool enabled much faster subtitling for the novice users

[Soe et al., 2021]. Therefore, though it doesn’t completely automate the task, it makes

the task more time efficient for the users. Semi-automation can help professional video

editors to be more productive as well. The professional video editor in semi-automated

cropping and panning [Soe and Slavkovik, 2022] commented that he would rather let

automation do most of the work and just fix where it misses.

What tasks are considered repetitive, and what are the creative tasks that the users

should be in full control is yet to be answered. A related design choice is what form

of control is given to the user in a task. In our cropping and panning work [Soe and

Slavkovik, 2022], and in two other works [Leake et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2019], the form

of control is via selecting a set of cinematic idioms. After the idioms are selected, the

rest of the editing tasks are automated. Such coarse-grained control of video tasks offers

the editor a quick way to explore different possibilities and lowers the barrier of using

these tools for novice users. Though, there are differences among the semi-automated

tools in video editing, the common goal is to use automation to make video editing easier

and less tedious.

7.6 Conclusion

This section starts with a summary of how we have addressed the challenges of automat-

ing video workflow introduced in Chapter 1. The first challenge is understanding existing

video workflows. We have consulted the literature to understand video production work-

flows. And we have proposed a limited but practical task breakdown of video editing.

The breakdown in Figure 1.1 serves as a practical reference to address semi-automation

in video workflows. However, actual video editing and production depends on the type

of the videos, the production environment and who the editor is.

Towards understanding the existing work on intelligent video editing tools, we have used

the systematic literature review to map and synthesize work on intelligent video editing

[Soe and Slavkovik, 2021]. This work enabled a quick overview and critical review of this

area of research. In addition, we have collected the opinions on and requirements from

AI in video workflows from video professionals [Soe and Slavkovik, 2021] to help guide

further discussions and research works.

In two very different video tasks, subtitling [Soe et al., 2021] and cropping and panning

[Soe and Slavkovik, 2022], we have explored applications of AI to support users in these
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tasks. Two prototypes for these tasks were designed, implemented and evaluated. We

have used these prototypes to run experiments to better understand the impact and

consequences of using automation, and used what we learned from each experiment to

suggest how to create better human–AI interactions in video editing.

In this thesis, we have made contributions that proposed new approaches to use AI to

assist users in video editing. In the first paper [Soe and Slavkovik, 2021], we proposed

addressing the semi-automation in video editing from task-based approach instead of

creating specialized tools that are designed for a specific type of video. In addition, we

suggested unexplored applications of AI in video editing based on the survey.

Following up on the task-based approach to address AI-assisted video editing, two works

were produced. The first work [Soe et al., 2021] explored AI-assisted subtitling, and the

second work [Soe and Slavkovik, 2022] proposed a new way of doing semi-automated

cropping and panning. In these works, the benefits of using the task-based approach

were demonstrated. For example, in the subtitling work [Soe et al., 2021], the impact of

AI in the subtitling workflow was examined as an experimental condition, and it allowed

the results of the paper to be comparable with existing work on subtitling. Unlike video

specific tools, contributions from two of our prototypes [Soe and Slavkovik, 2022; Soe

et al., 2021] can be applied to any type of video9.

Throughout the thesis, the user experience was also emphasized, and we ensured our

user studies explored user experience issues. This is because our goal of crafting human–

AI interactions in video editing is to ensure the completion of a user’s task with the

help of AI [van Berkel et al., 2021], with AI playing the supporting role. The goal of

this thesis is not to create better AI for video editing, but how to make AI to be more

helpful for the users in video editing. This changes the focus of AI in video editing from

AI technology first approaches to user experience focused direction. This is because I

believe that videos are made to tell stories, and the story telling process should still be

human-led. There are similar approaches from AI research in human-centered AI, that

emphasized the need to focus the development of AI for the interests of the users. I hope

the work in this thesis will contribute towards the shift to a more user-centered and user

experience-focused approach to semi-automation in video editing.

AI technology is still far from performing a complex task such as video editing without

any human intelligence involved. The current usage of automated video editing is limited

to creating video mashups[Saini and Ooi, 2018] or video summaries[Gygli et al., 2014;

Wu et al., 2020]. AI technology is still not good enough to completely automate even

simple tasks such as subtitling in video editing[Soe and Slavkovik, 2021] without human

9A caveat with semi-automated subtitling is that the video must contain speech
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intelligence. Therefore, the solution to automation in video workflows must utilize both

human intelligence and AI and thus the user interfaces and interactions with AI must

be considered and prioritized.

One important thing we have learned from our work on semi-automated subtitling[Soe

et al., 2021] is that adding automation changes users’ interactions with the tool. There-

fore, adding automation requires rethinking and redesigning existing user interfaces and

interactions. This should encourage more design and user experience -focused research

in semi-automating video workflows.

Another reason for working towards crafting better user experience instead of trying to

push the boundary of AI performance is the diminishing returns of deep learning. Deep

learning, the dominant method in AI-based audio and video processing, had been shown

to offer diminishing returns with more data and computational power [Thompson et al.,

2021]. To explain it differently, although deep learning methods perform better with

increases in data and computational power, the improvements gets smaller and smaller.

In addition, Thompson et al. [2021] pointed out the rising environmental costs of training

deep learning models and suggested the AI community to explore other AI methods. As

the performance improvements of deep learning methods will stagnate due to diminishing

returns, I would recommend exploring efficient human–AI interactions and find ways of

using AI to support video editing. We should explore designs and interactions where the

mistakes of AI are expected and handled with clever designs.

7.7 Limitations

The main limitation in this thesis is that the participants’ usage of the prototypes only

happened during the evaluation. In such a short time, learning and adapting to work

with AI assistance is limited. A long-term usage of AI embedded prototypes could

improve users’ performance, remove some short-term usability issues encountered, or

reveal entirely different long-term problems. For instance, in the AI–assisted subtitling

prototype, with long-term usage, the users might learn to predict and correct the kind

of errors that the speech-to-text model is most likely to make. They might learn the

fact that English speech-to-text model cannot detect out of dictionary characters such

as names from other languages. With long-term usage, the users might get better at

expecting and correcting errors in non-English names.

Since the amount of time participants have for an evaluation is a very limited resource,

we were unable to explore the impact of individual design elements in our studies as an
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experimental condition. In particular, in Soe et al. [2021], we did not evaluate the changes

in effectiveness and efficiency from highlighting low confidence10 words. If we were to use

confidence highlighting as an additional experimental condition, the participants would

have to subtitle three videos instead of two. Therefore, we decided to design our study

comparing AI assistance with the baseline. We only implemented confidence highlighting

as a part of the AI-assisted interface, and we simply made an observation that most of

the highlighted errors were fixed.

Another methodological limitation is that measuring the quality of the work in video

editing tasks quantitatively is difficult. This fact is true for even simple video tasks such

as subtitling. For instance, we used Word Error Rates(WER) to measure how accurate

are the subtitles [Soe et al., 2021]. Let’s consider two different errors for the text, “I

want an apple”. Two different sentences with errors — “I want apple”, and “I want an

orange” will have the same WER score11. However, the first type of error does not change

the semantics of the sentence. The reasons for using WER and alternative measures are

discussed in details in [Soe et al., 2021]. For the cropping and panning work, like many

other video editing tasks, there is no standard measure for the quality of the work.

When using AI to create easier to use workflows, comparisons with a baseline tool is

not always practical. We were unable to compare with baseline (manual cropping and

panning) in [Soe and Slavkovik, 2022] because the baseline is difficult to perform for the

novices in a reasonable time. The baseline cropping and panning uses marking for crop

areas and keyframes for controls, while our tool uses cinematic idioms.

In the survey results of the first study[Soe and Slavkovik, 2021], the participants answered

the question without significant previous experience with AI in video editing. Therefore,

the opinions from the survey are mostly based on how AI is portrayed in the media

and the participants’ imagination of what AI is. These opinions could change based on

successful or failed interactions with AI-powered tools in their workflow. It is up to the

designers to create better user experiences of using AI in video editing.

7.8 Future work

In this section, two types of future work will be presented. The first type is interesting

topics that we have thought about but have not explored in this thesis. Afterwards, the

consequences of this thesis on the future research of semi-automation in video editing

10Confidence is a score from the speech-to-text model predicting how certain it is about its prediction
of a word

11WER only measures syntactic corrections
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are presented to conclude this section.

The utility of keyframes, frames that represent each shot, should be explored in video

editing workflows. Truong and Venkatesh [2007] summarized a review of keyframes and

their potential applications in video skimming12. Keyframes can be used to represent

a video in a few static images. For example, a 4 minutes video with 25 frames per

second will have 6000 frames. With each keyframes being used to for each shot, the

same video can be represented with around 10 to 20 static images. By using keyframes,

some video editing tasks can be reformulated as easier image editing tasks. The user’s

editing decisions on the keyframes can be extrapolated to edit the entire video.

Personalization is an important aspect of AI in supporting video editing. To put it in

different words, AI should continually learn from the user and so that it can adapt to the

user’s need better. In the future work section of our assisted subtitling paper [Soe et al.,

2021], we proposed how a speech-to-text model can be personalized with corrections

made by the users. Learning from corrections made by the users has potential to solve

the current limitations of speech-to-text methods. In particular, the limitation of only

being able to detect the words in the dictionary can be circumvented by using user’s

corrections to update the dictionary.

The results from the survey of our paper [Soe and Slavkovik, 2021] highlighted under-

explored areas of video editing such as logging and metadata creation, providing recom-

mendations, suggestions, and personalization. Using AI to help users in video editing

should also consider supporting tasks in video editing, such as using AI to log and cre-

ate metadata for videos, using AI to help organize files and resources in video projects.

Though these tasks do not involve manipulating videos, they are in line with our goal

to support users with AI in video editing.

Another interesting area to explore from our paper [Soe and Slavkovik, 2021] is provid-

ing recommendations in video editing for both style and content. Generating recom-

mendations for video consumption is an established research area with popular industry

applications such as in Netflix and Spotify [Steck et al., 2015]. Can these recommender

systems be adapted to provide suggestions in video editing? Suggestions can be used to

assist video editors find relevant video segments, suggest background music that suits

the video, suggest graphics and data, or suggest aesthetically pleasing transitions and

video graphics.

I, as a researcher, am more inclined towards systems and technology rather than societal

impact. As Marda and Narayan [2021] argued about the importance of ethnographic

12Video skimming is creating a shorter version of a video
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studies in exploring societal impact of AI applications, I think ethnographic studies

would also lead to better understanding of the broader context and societal impact of

using AI in video editing. For example, how would the usage of AI changes the way

video editors work, and the nature of the videos they produce in the long run? As more

AI applications are introduced into the video editing workflows as well as other media

creation, it will be more important to perform ethnographic studies of AI usage to get a

more complete picture, to limit the potential harm that it can have through influencing

how videos are created, and its consequences on the stories told through the videos.
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